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Albuquerque, New Mexico, Monday, November 14, 1921.
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DELEGATES ARE" SHOCKED" British Statesmen at Arms
lEfjltl PLAN
BY HUGHES' PROPOSAL FOR
Parley Present Notable Array
1
A 10- - YEAR NA VAL HOLIDA Y
IS
NIL

EXPERTS

STUDYTERMS OF

iEFIICl

S

Something for Arms Parley
Delegates to Think About
,

J APANESE

TRIAL OF FATTY
ARBUCKLE WILL
BEGIN TODAY IN
S

FRANCISCO

Admiral Kato, Senior Nip- Elaborate Preparations Have
Been Made for Handling
Envoy,
ponese
Spends
the
Entire
the Large Crowds ExPractically
Day Studying Proposals,
pected to Be on Hand.

.

PLAN

S

7

The commission on International Justice, and good Will of the
federal council of the Churches of 'Christ in America has compiled
tho following statistics on the staggering cost of the great war:
MOXEV COST
0
Cost of all wars,
$ 23,000,000,000
Direct cost of World war.
8
186,000,000,000
8
Indirect cost of World war,
169,291,719,815
All cost, direct and indirect, including loss of
shipping, damaged property, loss of production,
8
etc.,
355,291,719,815
IiOSS OF LIFE
Killed in battle, including liussia
19,658,000
Increased death rate
30,470.000
Decreased birth rate
40,500,000
1703-191-

JAPAN WILLACCEPT
12 picked"patrolmen
PROJECT, IS BELIEF
to guard
room

1914-191-

1914-191-

TO CUT FLEETS

court

No. Formal

1914-191-

Pending Their Conclusions
and Report, No Further
Step is Probable, Is Belief
in Washington.

Total

Made, However, Until
the Examination of the
Scheme is Completed,

89,628,000

NATIONAL DEBT'

Statement Will Jury Venire of 66 Citizens

Be

(By The

Annniri

Washington, Nov, 13 (by the Associated Press.) Admiral Haron
United States
..$1,028,0
FLAT REJECTION NOT
Britain
Great
Kato, senior Japanese delegate,
3,485
;
France
today his belief that the
6,34'.
REGARDED AS LIKELY
American proposal
for a naval
agreement was "reasonable."
lie
all
spent practically
day studying
With Further Time for
reports on the American proposals
which had been submitted by his
Study, the Suggestion HOUSE
technical naval delegates.
1 ntil the examination Is com
Lett to right: Sir Auckland Ceddes, Srinlvasa Sastri. Lord Lrc of Farcham and Sir Robert Bord en.
Begins to Stand Out in
pleted it is impossible to siv any
Its True Proportions.
Great Britain Is represented at Four of the more
as to suggestions or points
prominent) British ambassador to
United thing
we may raise," he said.
the arms conference by a notable members of the delegation are! States. Hon. Srinlvasa the
CALL
Y
i
IN
Sastri
of
The general impression among
Sir Auckland Geddes. in resents India anil sir Rohan- nn.
statesmen,
array
Washington, Nov. 13 (by
gathered
from every corner of the empire. addition to being a delegate, is' den, Canada.
Japanese was that Japan would ac
the Associated Press). Del(II; The
Tret!.)
cept the American project. Whether
egates to the arms conferher
IS.
Nov.
Mass.,
representatives would endeavor
GROWING ACUTE TheBoston,
to link the question of fortificaAmeri m steamer San
ence had not recovered
tions in the Pacific with naval reFrancisco, afire In mid ocean,
HAVE
today from tne shock of Secmade clear.
sent out a wireless call today
OF ductions bad notas been
to naval armablunt
for
assistance
Japan's desire
retary Hughes'
was
presenwhich
to
was
Million
ment
to
One
be
said
Than
maintain a
More
at
radio
naval
the
picked up
tation yesterday of the profleet of sufficient defensive power
station here. She gave her
or
to
with
posal for immediate reducfleet
Apartments
Dwellings,
that could
cope
MONEY
any
as
SO
position
approximately
be sent to the Far East. In other
tion of the fleets of Great
1,100 miles southeast of New
Rooms are Needed to Rewords, If Great Piitain or the
York and 700 miles south of
Britain, the United States
(By The AwHirlntrd PmiO
t nited States were able to manipulieve the Situation.
Cape Itace, N. F. The steamNew York, Nov. 13. Mrs.
and Japan, and for a ten-yelate their fleets from bnses near
er, of 3,164 tons, left Marwell
known
Margaret
it was said In Japanese cirSanger,
TAKAHASHI
Japan,
seilles October 4 and Lisbon
naval holiday.
(By The
Pre.)
Wln-rteMiss
writer, and
cles, such a contingency would enMary
November 3 for New York.
13. More
thai
The concrete terms of the AmerBerlin, Nov.
of
were
Into
ter
the Japanese view.
Philadelphia,
A Inter message said that the
ican plan, laid before the opening 1,000,000 dwe'iings. apartments, or
arrested
Whether Japan will place her
tonight after they
fire
was
under
control
and
Preen.)
that
The
(By
were alleged to have defied
desire before the conference re- session were still in tljo hands of rooms are needed In Germany to
Minister of Finance Sue- - im.'iinn
the San Francisco was
in no
If is be- tn tin Tl IselnKeit
Moscow, Nov. 13. An incident
tho police by add.essing a
'
the naval experts of the other two relieve the housing shortage whic'j
immediate danger.
if it is done, u wni be
meetliiK In Townhall In
mas
that
ceeds
which shows how the Russian
Takashi
Hara.Who
the
for
been
has
powers chiefly concerned. Pending
steadily increasing
.
.
. .
.
...
(in n innniipp Ifnst rn IrnlM toil tn nf- the interests of birth control,
peasants have acquired what to
their conclusions no further step Is last six months, especially In the
WaS ASSaSSinated in TO- - fond American sensibilities about
Police bro'" up the meeting.
them is great wealth by the sale of
Pacific fortifications.
VTest
At the
h
food products to tho city people
probable.
Spokesmen for Britain eastern cities which are crowded
kio on November 4th.
IS
The Japanese express tire hope
technical
occurred the other ay. A peasant street police station
and Japan had nothing to add tn with Russian refugees, says an ofe
the overture of good feeling
twenty-fivthat
of
woman
who
lives
about
conduct
charges
their previous guarded comments ficial statement of the housing ofdisorderly
(II j The AnMiciutrd I'rtm.)
engendered by the opening nf the
As far as they went, those statemiles outside of Moscow pre- were made against the women. A
13
Nov.
Toklo.
the
fice.
Associated
conference, will also obtain in the
(by
ments were encouraging and It was
vailed upon two cultivated Rus- crowd of several thousand persons
l, discussion of Far Eistern questions,
In Prussia alone 585,0(0 room"
sian women who were eking out a followed them to the station, many Press). Baron Korekiyo
IN
LAST
STAND
certain, at least, that no possibility
to
0
of flat rejection of the plan existed are In demand, an Increase of
minister of finance In the but they feel that It Is necessary
poor living in the capital city by of them hissing and jeering the pomake the American people underdoubt it will form the
working for the soviet government, lice, and It was necessary to call Hara cabinet, today officially as- stand
in three months, and repors
t Without
as
to
China,
Japan's position
to come to her home and perform out the reserves to disperse thei-.- ; sumed the
basis for reaching whatever con- from
premiership in succes- which remains as Japan's great
every large city In the repubFrom the police station, the
a task about which the peasant
clusions the conrerence
brings
to
assert Chipa is now
sion
Takashi
assassinated
situation
declare
the
lic
Hara,
Ij
problem.
women
housing
were
taken to the men's
was very mysterious.
forth.
in a state of anarchy.
November 4.
A Third Suggestion.
She promised them large quan- night court but Magistral-growing serious with the advance
Taka-hasA
ot
Paron
today
Japanese
prominent
Appointment
told thrpi that he did not
With further time for study. of the winter. The need in sixty-twtities of flour, potatoes and other
is generally regarded In po- - said China, on a large scale, is
Iho American plan began to stand
foods to pay for their trouble. have jurisdiction and paroled them litcal circles
of the larger cities is described Government's
as a favorable indica what tho papacy was in tho middle
Drive
With When tho visitors arrived the pee-a- In custody of their counsel for
out today in its true proportions as
of the waning of the power of ages.
urgent..
their appearance in the West Side tion
husband
and
her
produced
Apparently It Jafarmoro than a. 10- -, "The
;
T.nnsing-lshRe
Paid
Has
the
Hunters
the
"
Discussing
militpriets and as insuring
government had Indicated
two greut sacks of bolstiovist ru- - court tomorrow.
year naviil holiday that is projectwhat is termed aS a continuation agreement, he said that the world
ed, coupled with immediate heavy Its Intention of abandoning the"ra-tloninand asked the visitor to count
duced the Number in the
lot the "peaceable, foreign policy of should not 'ergot Japan has vital
of rooms within a short
reduction of the fleets of the three
their contents.
! Premier Hara.
interests affected
LEUVFLT
TO MANAGE
by
everything
Is
Claim.
to
West
the
but
fact
count
uuildlns
that
and
to
time,
it,
tried
"We tried
500,
powers. Beyond that is a third,
that happens In China. Japan did
Parou
Takahashl,
accompanied
abandoned
the
we
blunt
but
operations,
conthe
couldn't,"
TULSA
for
a
peasants
TEAM IN 1922 by Viscount t'chida, foreign min not claim
during
equally
suggestion
but
any
privileges
special
n The AntiH'rwrfl
the
said. "We can only count up to
tinuing agreement to limit the size war, have not caught up with conand ber
ister, went to the palace for the In- her geographical position raw
of battle fleets permanently.
maThat demands has necessitated i
Washington, Nov. 13. The wolf 10.000."
for
on
China
(lly The
stallation, which took place before dependence
is what Mr. Hughes' naval replace- tinuance of control of dwelling' is gamely making his last stand in
There were more than 20,000.000
Tulsa, (ikla., Nov. 13. "Smiling Muniuia Matsukata, lord keeper of terials gave her a special voice on
ment plan really amounts to.
space. Families, as well as indi- America.
Bloody fanged from rubles in the sacks. (Equivalent Jack" I.elivelt. champion batsman the privy seal; Viscount Maklno, all matters concerning the future
In naming ships to which each viduals, are permitted to occupy cattle growers' stock, and fighting to less than $200.)
of the Western
and former minister of the Imperial household, of China, ho Insisted.
main battle fleet would be cut If only such rooms as are absolutely for his existence against the bebt
Tho owners said they were go- manager of the lvugun
Omaha club, has and Count Oimachi, grand cham
essential.
the American plan for immediate
traps, rifles, poisons and hunters, ing to keep it until they had
berlaln
FRACTURED
This regulation has forced many he has been cut dov i In number. enough to buy more land.
reduction was accepted. Secretary
9 22, It was announced
In
liuron Takahashl will continue GIRL'S LEG
today by
statement shows that families with large houses to take 'until today It is estimated by the
"But the government won't let William Friel, business manager
Hughes'
as
of
of
and
minister
finance
PRACTICE
AT
FOOTBALL
acting
Groat Britain and the United States in lodgers. In such rases the fam United States biological survey you buy bind," one of the city club upon his return from
Chicago, minister of the navy.
would be on an epuality on the ilics are permitted to choose their that in the western states, his last women protested.
where he closed the deal.
in the Hara cabmembers
Other
(By The Ansnrlulrll I'rpM.)
number of battleships, but the lodgers, fix the charges and make refuge, there are probably less than
The peasant woman laughed
inet will retain their posts.
13. A
St. Charles. Mo., Nov.
British would retain in addition such "living" regulations as are five hundred.
and replied: "That is nil rubbish.
.SOCIALISTS AHHKSTIcn.
of the left leg suffered by
fracture
four buttle cruisers. The proposed deemed essential. The space, howHunters are fast getting his pel', We own our land und we have
Nov.
13.
Osaka, Japan,
Many ISIXIKVi: l'RK.MIl'K Will
Miss Thelma Tobin of Texarkana,
Japanese fleet would be composed ever, must be occupied, and so It through e;.citlng and romantic ad- neighbors whn own land. Some of socialists have been arrested here
JWYOK ltlHllKXCllMEXT
Ark., during football practice at
of six battleships and four battle has come about that home own- venture.
In northeast Wyoming. them will want to sell some day on charges that they are connected
IJndwnwood college, a fashionable
cruisers, while the united States ers, have invited relatives, friends, Uncle Sam's hunters are now in- at a low price, There are lots of with widespread
in the
13 (by the AsNov.
agitation
Washington,
located near this
school for
would be content with battleships or acquaintances to share their tensifying a drive to clean out what them who don't like to work."
leading cities of Japan.
sociated Press.) According to un- city, today girls
n
disclosed that tho
houses, many being averse to give Is believed to be less than fifty.
alone.
received
Information
official
by
Xo Selfish I'u.'poso.
game has been made part of
accommodations to strangers.
Since the drive began last spring,
Baron
Takahashl,
here,
since
Japanese
the school's athletic
This may prove more significant
twenty-fou- r
have been killed.
new premier of Japan, will contin- the beginning of tho program
uresent term.
as the discussions proceed, some
The old system of laying bounue
as
a
of finance.
also
minister
naval officers believe. It appears
ties on the heads of wild animals
Admiral Baron Kato, ranking delprobable that in pronosing to agree
of
GOULD hRS been found after beyears
egate ut Washington, will continue
that both of the Island powers
faila
study and experience to
to serve as minister of marine, and
OF
should be provided In equal number
ure. Dr. A. K. Fisher, in charge of
Count Uchida will remain at tho
with' the newest fdditions to the
economic investigations of the biohead of tho foreign office. They
main fleets, while the United States
logical survey says.
dwell on the liberalism of TakaDEAD
made no attempt, for ten years at
"Since 1890 millions of dollars
hashl in discussing
his appointleast, to enuip the American fleet
have been spent in bounties," he
ment and say ho is especially In
similarly, the American delegation
never
"and
has
there
declared,
favor of maintaining the territorial
sought to convey a definite assurbeen a case where the bounty gid
Integrity of China.
ance that America, as Presidei
533
GOLF
any.
good."
permanent
As minister of finance he was
Hardlne said, enme to the discusThe old bounty men, he chargthe first to warn his counamong
PAHTY
sion with no selfish purpose to
is
1,860,480
in the game more
ed, were
trymen against excessive expendiserve
for
and
the
the
money
they
living
at a time when Japan's econRattle- Cruiser Element.
464
is ture
1,289,463
Wife of Capitalist Is a could get out of it, than for the
omic and financial condition had
Rellnoulshmcnt
by the United
of
of
the
purpose
country
ridding
been
hit by the reaction following Detachment Has a SkirmStates of any battle cruiser element,
Death Victim While Play- wild anlrhals. It was found, he
the war prosperity. It Is believed
somo officers said, at once Indimen
the
that
after
added,
he will lend his active support to
ish With Federal Troops
cated clenrlv that the navy was not
ing With Her Husband at hunting a Beason, bounty
!
purposely woul l
any reasonable project of naval rebelne maintained with the deliber
fBY TIIK ASSfMIATKU PKKSS.)
Six Miles South of Tia
one
or
two
leave
of
wolves,
Their
Home.
pairs
trenchment.
Is
His
at-Country
be
some
1 first
ate Idea that it might
appointment
line battleships and six first
day
Washington, Nov. 13. Any
to raise more wolves, for more
believed
to
in
come advisable
to raid the sea
assure,
doubly
Juana, Lower California.
United States, the
tempt at figures showing the army line battlecruisers;
bounties.
commerce of the two Insular pow(Hj The Ananrinfpil Praia.)
opinion or Japanese, that no
- 18 first line battleships; Japan, six
and
of
navy
In
tho
five
the
prlnof
the
strength
N.
governMrs.
Nov.
13.
beginning
Laltewood,
J..
modifications
will be made In the
ers, or either of them. Battle
(By The Atiuiiliirrfl Trend.)
clpal. powers participating in tho first line battleships and four first Japanese conference program as
cruisers would be Invaluable, per- George Jay Gould, wife of the capi ment's drivo with paid hunters.
San Diego, Calif.. Nov. 13
Six
som-- , armament
Fisher
Dr.
further
dead
line
while
charged,
battlecruisers.
talist,
formulated
is
conference
to
dropped
The
Hara.
successful
under
today
vital
tonnage
prosecution
necessarily
haps
members of a filibustering party of
If this program were effected It forty Mexicans
of a navel war across the Pacific, playing golf with her husband on of the old bounty men proved un- a broad one, but It serves to bring figures for these ships are: Oreat
reare
as
dead
a
the private links at Georgian Court, fit.
It was said.
United States, probably would be in the direction sult of a skirmish this detachment
Britain, 811,050;
"Some of them would write up out the problems faclns the con- 500,650; Japan,
a
of
more
In the proposal that the other tneir county home.
insistent
reduction
of
288,320.
had with a party of fede.nl troops
She had just finished a drive at here saying If they could only have ferees, First in Importance in the
two powers retain battle cruiser
expenditure for unproductive ac- in San Antonio Canyon, six miles
Building Programs.
fifth tee and with her husband the fin of a shark, or the tip of n limitations discussions will stand
The building programs of these tivities in order that the wealtn south of Tla Juana,
squadrons, also, these observers the
Lower Califor
was watching the ball when she kangaroo's tall, they could surely the question
of relative
naval three principal naval powers in- thus saved mlRht be directed in
sw h. possible concrete expression
In the skirmish
nia, this
Mr.
Gould, turned to lure their game into their traps. strengths. These are tho figures clude the following capital ships: channels of national economic de- four o morning.
of American rec gnltlon of the ne- collapsed.
the invading party were
ironv which .whatever the confer Great
cessities In naval forces- of those speak to her and was astonished to That was all pure superstition."
four battlecruisers, velopment.
killed. Two were
'by the
ence is able to accompllth toward 160,000 Britain,
Although the wolf has attacked an
countries: of American willingness see her lying across the tee. Think
United States, nine
Baron Takahashl's statement federals and later captured
tons;
executed.
to
"futuro
bis
had
he
hast
wife
curtail
I'i
agreement
stumbled,
man
and
ing
many
hunted
should
some
persons,
six
prosecute legitithat thv
months ago criticising the
battlecruisers;
battleships and
The report of tho skirmish was
but when she packs In the steppes of Russia, building of farcraft or ..reduce ex Japan,
seven battleships and eight army general staff for
mate ventures over the world re- ened toto assist her, sent
interesting made by Colonel A. Armenta, comthe caddy and other parts of the old world, isting battle fleets must start.
sneak, he
battlecruisers.
merchant routes failed
itself
too
in
the
mander
quiring
of the federal forces at Tia
greatly,
diplomatic
A brief examina. there is no single case on record.
Strength of Navies. .
and emnlny for protection of those for physicians.
Figures on submarines for the
created a sensation tn Ja- Juana, to David Gershon, United
them that Mrs, Dr. Fisher reports, where a wolf The comparative fighting streneth three powers are: Built, Great affairs
routes naval ernft thev though tion convinced
States department of Justice agent
was dead of heart disease has attacked a human being In of navies in terms of existing com- Britain, 64 first line, 59 second pan.
het suited to the Tieed As n con Gould
Recently he declared that If here, when Gershon called on tne
bat craft of both the first and sec- line, 14 first line fleet submarines
Mrs. Gould appeared to be In ex North America.
tinental power, although asertlnp' cellent
wished
to
maintain
Japan
her po- Mexican commander at Tia Juana
ond line, new ships and old. bat- - one cruiser submarine, three monihealth when she walked to
In tH
the right to an
as one of the five great this afternoon.
tleships, battlecruisers, light cruis- tor submarines; United States, 67 sition
rnnnl fonttn"
npw nation on the links with her husband a few LANDED PROPRIETORS
ers, destroyers, submarines of all first line, 44 second line, three fleet powers it was imperative that
the pens, the United Pfes might minutes before noon. Evidently
Inexhaustive raw materials
and aircraft carriers Is as submarines; Japan, 15 first line, China's
fterself.
IN
ENGI AND
not necesfarllv need battle cruisers she had
LIVING classes
should be
to her. Japan, QUESTION OF GERMAN
follows In total number of ships three
Children Notified.
second line. The submarine ho, insisted,available
should ' renounce her ENVOY TO WASHINGTON
WIDNFY
( Continued on Pnee Two.)
finl
and
RDRRDWrn ...w..- -.
total tonnage
News of their mother's death
include
Great
building
programs
demands and adopt a
Great Britain, 633 ships. 1.860.- - Britain, five first line; United twenty-on- e
was immediately sent to the seven
IS STILL UNSETTLED
positive constructive
unand
480 tons; United States, 464 ships, States, 37
children, five of them were In
three
(By Tho AMnitiUfd Frean.l
fleet;
first,
Japan,
Chinese policy which
changeable
Now York. The other. Lady Dccles,
l,29,463 tons; Japan, 99 ships, in doubt, but believed to be either would Include
London, Nov. 13. The plight of 528.689
a
138
j formerly Helen Vivien Gould, is in some of the landed
tons;
of
(By The .Wocluted Trcn.)
development
Franca,
ships, 11 or 12 firat liners of about 1.000
proprietors of
educational and economic
Berlin. Nov. 13 (by the AssociatLondon and Mrs. Anthony J. Drex- - England was lllusti 'ed here when 462.856 tons; Italy, 86' ships, 276,-2- 2 tons each. Japan is reported to social,
tons.
ed Tress). The question of Gerhave planned for 120 submarines by conditions In China.'
el, formerly Margarie Gould, lives the Marquis of Northampton, In reThe known building programs
man diplomatic representatives at
1" Philadelphia.
Mrs. Drexel ar- turning thanks for a wedding
FORECAST.
same
in
terms
the
are:
Washington In still unsettled, the
include: KANSAS IS PREPARED
Existing
destroyers
Denver, Colo., Nov. 13. New rived In the afternoon, as did the present from the tenantry of his
13
Great
39.3SQ
not yet being able to find
cabinet
Britain,
C.
ships,
Mrs. Edith
Great Britain, 230 first line. 15
estate, said that at the present tons and four additional
air Monday, somewhat other children.
Mexico:
TO TEST DRY MEASURE an eligible politician
Miss Gloria Gould time lie was living on borrowed
willing to unUnited States, 293 first line.
cooler soul' "ost portion; Tuesday Wainwrlght,
second;
tons
dertake the expense at the present
aggregating 160,000
21 second; Japan, 40 first line, 12
and Klngdon. George and Jay. money.
lair.
laid
but
not
planned
yet
rate
of
possibly
second.- The building programs Inexchange.
(By The
Arizona: Fair Monday and Tues The body will be sent to New York
"We are pajsing through diffi
I'rom.)
8
60 si ips,
A cabinet officlat today permitmorrow.
Topeka, Kans., Nov. 13. Kansas
clude as to destroyers. Great Britcult times," said the Marquis. "I down; United States,
day; not much change in
85
805,188
tons;
Is
ted
tho
ships,
Japan,
inference to be drawn that
to
demake
a
test
Edith
ain
to
prepared
Mrs.
6, United States 4, Japan 32.
Gould, formerly
try to excuse myself because I feel ton France
230 tons;
termine whether the Kansas bone the Wlrth government still hopes
Klngdon, was an actress who had that people must hate me. I hoP9ltttlv 2l 8nipa j4198hlpg
Armies, of tho Powers.
tons.
92g
dry law Is nullified bv the Volstead that Washington will dispense temscored in her profession when she they do not. My grandfather had
For the armies of the powers, act
LOCAL WEATHER.
Llmj g,
and beer regulations, Attorney porarily with the naminir of a full
was married to George J. Gould, a great deal of money to play with
calcuConditions for the twentv-fou- r
In
road side strength of capital known figures and carefully
uenerai
meiiard J. Hopkins an- fledged ambassador.
6
multison
m.
ne
lated estimates can
of Jay Gould,
hours ended at
p.
presented.
My rather had some too. I hav-yesterday, eldest
now
of
the
first
line
afloat,
ships
Finance Minister Hermes is said
last night. The announceon September
recorded by the university:
14, none. I have to live on borrowed whlch
authorized regular army nounced
millionaire,
means the number of guns of The
ment
reaching to be willing to accept appointment
63 1886.
Highest temperature
strength stands approximately as Mr. followed a a report
money. I have to be rather plnciv
bor
and
the
up,
figures
to
the Washington post, although
of
carload
beer
Hopkins that
Lowest
From childhood she. had re- "
33
are: Great Britain. 288 euns: Un- - follows:
,10 vealed an Inclination for tho stage.
British empire, 562,800; Japan, was to be shipped into the state for Ills colleagues in the clerical party
Range
"The COSt Of living has risen, 'llort SintPS. 19 mint- - .Tnnnn. 96
medicinal purposes.
Mean
In private and with It wages, and it Is just guns.
preter tnat ho remain In the gov48 distinguishing herself
The French
and Italian 302,000 (estimated as with the
colors in 1921; France, 600,000 InwCopies of tbe Kansas hone dry ernment. The wife of Dr. Hermes
30 theatricals in Brooklyn. Her talent as well I should tell you that in fleet are not
Humidity at 6 a. in
as
coming
regarded
will
is
bo
In
sent
to
all
railroads
G
.
reputed to be wealthy.
14 and striking beauty early won her order to employ you at prese.it within the same scona of nower as regulars, 164,000 native troops In
Humidity at p. ni
state. Mr. Ilonklns said, calllnc
Dr. Albert
Suedekum. former
,
None engagements.
Fred Jitation
north Africa and 120.000 native the
I have to borrow money all the other three."
wages
to the section which em Prussian finance minister and at
MaV mum wind velocity
8
Mrs. Gould was even more suc the time. The money will have to
troopa In the colonies; Italy, 300,. attention
This
existlne
can
power
strength
to
powers
con
the state
confiscate
present a
Enst cessful in amateur theatricals after be repaid but I do not quite soeils carried In tho following rroups 000; United Btates, 157,500 (au- member, also
jf ration of wind
veyances used in tho transportation continues torelchstag
bo named anions pros
Character, of day, ,, .Tartly cloudy ber marriage.
when that will be possible."
.'of capital shlpsi Great Britain, 26
of liquor.
(Contlnued on. Page Two.)
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Which Has Been Named
for the Hearing Contains
Names of 13 Women,
(By The Anaorlatrd 'reM.)

San Francisco, Calif., Nov. 13.
Roscoe C. (Fatty) Arbuckle, motion picture comedian, will go to
trial tomorrow on a charge of
manslaughter growing out of the
death September 9 of Miss Virginia
Kappe, motion picture actress.
Elaborate preparations have been
mtido for handling the crowds expected, as the case lias aroused
nation-wid- e
interest. Twelve picked patrolmen will be stationed in
and about the court room, and ad
mission win be by card.
Unlike Arbuekle's
nrell mlnnrv
hearing, in which only women spec
tators were oamineit, due to the
fact that it was held In the wom
en s department
of
the police
court, both sexes may attend the
trial.
The number of witnesses subpoenaed to support every phase of
both tho defense and the prosecution evidence
indicates that the
contest to clear or convict Arbuckle will be a bitter one. t)ls.
triot Attorney
Brady will handle
the prosecution.
the
spectators will be a
Among
delegation from the women's vigilant committee, formed to aid the
moral elements of the city.
citiThe jury venire of sixty-si- x
zens which has been named by the
trial court contains the names of
thirteen women.
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(By The Aaanclated l'reo,l
London. Nov. 13. The Weekly
Dispatch quotes four British experts as favoring the Washington
proposals, offered at the opening
of the conference yesterday. They
are Vice Admiral Mark Kerr, retired: Viscount Sydenham, Commander Joseph Kenworthy, Independent liberal member of parliament for Hull, and John Robert
C'lynes, former food controller ant
labor member of parliament.
Mr. dynes Is quoted as saying:
"The proposals are good, but
on such a basis would bf
purely arithmetical; they do not
rise to the height of the Fplrlt
which should dominate the conference."
The F.xpres.s halls armistice week
as "a week of moral wonders," and
says:
"The dawn was breaking on the
long night of Ireland as the soul
of the British nation bowed Itself
in prayer for the peace of the
world. Saturday crowned a week
of miracles with the supreme mir
acle of Washington. Never in the
history of mankind has the world
been nearer its dream ot brotherhood. Surely there is something
not ourselves
shaping the world
soul, and leading it to the light."

INFANT MORTALITY IN
MANILA DECREASED IN
1920, REPORT SHOWS
Manila, P. I., Nov. K. The lowIn
Manil3
est infant mortality
since the establishment of the PhilIs
recorded
service
health
ippine
by tho director of health In his report for the year 1920, which ha
just been completed. The general
mortality rate for the islands for
1920 was the lowest in five years
and tho general health condltlonst
were on the whole the most satisfactory since American occupation, the report says.
The infant mortality In the city
of Manila was 163 per thousand
births as compared with 320 in
the period from 1915 to 1919. In
Co provinces the Infant mortality
rate showel a decrease of "0 per
thousand births, being 157 or the
lowest since 1916.
In Manila the general mortality
was 30 per thousand population,
a decrease of 1.25 per thousan.l
as compared with 1919.
In the
provinces the greatest decrease In
the mortality rate was shown, the
general rate being 20.67 per thousand which is less than one-h- a
f
the rate of 1918 and 6.57 lower
than the rate for 1919.

AUSTRIAN MUST DIE
FOR THE SLAYING OF
FELLOW COUNTRYMAN
Salt Lake, City, Utuh,rrr.)
Nov. 13.
Steve Maslich, Austrian, must dl
for the slaying of Marco Laus. I
fellow countryman, near here. Au
gust 3, 1919, the state supreme
court held. The decUion of th
lower court was affirmed. Masllcr.
and Nick Oblizalo were founo
guilty of the killing of Laus aftei
evidence had been Introduced tc
show that there were more than
twenty stab wounds on the body of
the victim, who was robbed of $200
In gold. Maslich was arrested at
Butte, Mont., a few days after the
murder. Oblizalo is now perfect- -'
A convicted murIng an appeal.
derer in I'tah has the choice of beor
shot
hanged.
ing
(By Tbe Auofiated

JAPAN WILL'WITHDRAW
TROOPS FROM SIBERIA
Toklo, Nov. 13. The Tomuri
Slilmbun says today that a cabinet
council of Saturday
decided on
withdrawal of the Japanese troops
in Siberia as soon as the agreement
arrived at In the conference
nt
Dalren has bepn signed. It Is ex.
pected that the conference will be
reopened Monday,
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Biggest and Best Credit Offer of Entire Camis Now On Names of Those Already
: SOVIETJ.EADERS paign
Nominated in Journal Salesmanship Club
Campaign Will Be Published Soon Be
Requisitions of Grain By
Other
Sure That Your Name Appears in the First
the Red Army and
Authorities
Partly ReList Five Automobiles and Hundreds of
sponsible for the Famine.
Dollars in Cash to Be Awarded in Just a
fBy The Associated rrew.)
Few Short Weeks.
13
Samara, On the Volga, Nov.
-:

'

Hie
(by a Staff Correspondent of
Associated Press.) Constant requisitions of grain by the Hedwellarmy
as
and other authorities, as a chiei
the lack of rainfall, was in thl
cause of the Rreat famine
section of Russia, according to til'.'
peasant farmers. They say the
soviet, itself, helped kill the Eos
that laid the golden eggs.
The story of the famine and its
most intense miseries cannot be
had in the cities. It is only in the
little villages where the farm
workers live and where the famine and had its origin that the
truth, bare, bitter and crushing,
can be ascertained.
The story of the village of Nov
Semikinoi, sixteen miles from Samara, is typical of nriny the correspondent visited up and down
the Volga. Riding out across the
rich, rolling farmland, swept by
cold winds from the east, but stl'.l
beautiful in the golden autumn,
the forests shot with deep brown,It
the grass yet green and upon
herds of cattle and horses, with
here and there patches of fields
ploughed and sowed with spriii
rye and wheat, one arrives at th!
'village straggling for a half mile
along the two sides of the main
,

road.

Silence Fnvclops Village.

A heavy silence envelops
village. Many of its

the

houses, each shut off
other by high rail fences
a quarter-acr- e
pint for
cows, wagons and barn
boarded
are
are whut, the windows
und the doors locked.
Midway in the village the correspondent stopped, knocked at th:
door of an occupied home. The
peasant said the village was composed of 250 houses, fifty of which
had been der rted by the owners
going elsewhere for food. Two
years earlier the richer peasantn
had worked each about 300 acr
of land but now they farmed but
three acres. Normally, the yield
was sixty to eighty bushels of
grain per each three acres, whereas this summer, the harvest had
been but about forty pounds. Last
year the harvest had been about
four bushels of grain to each of
three acres.
At that point, the peasant, a ta l
d
man, thinned by lack
of food, began to get angry. The
Ked army of Samara, had last December ordered the village to contribute about 5,800 bushels of
grain, for which no payment was
to bo received. The village hadn't
been able to supply all this requisition but offered part. So the Red
soldiers came and took the amount
of the requisition.
Boiled Vp Old Skins.
The village was left without seed
grain, though it was promised
from Samara, and was also without food for the winter. To get
Tread, in December, the villager
began selling off their valuables,
and eating their cattle Rnd sheep.
As the winter deepened, the famine set in, and the poor villager"
hegan to boil up old skins and
hides from furs, even the soles of
old boots and shoes.
When last spring came. Rimnri
Jailed to furnish such seed grain.
Rnd the peasants sold more valuables to buy a little. One way or
.another they had thirty-si- x
pound?
of seed grain per three acres. Then
came a dry spring and a dry summer, with a scant harvest. Th"
rain came after the harvest..
The worst of It was. he said, that
In the face of their starvation, the
Samara soviet had just ordered the
village to furnish three to six
pounds of butter for each cow
owned. Yet the only food for the
cows was field grass, and most of
them no longer gave milk.
No Cereal Available.
The villagers were eating fruit,
melons, pumpkins, and bread madi
from roots, nuts, and t ee bark.
They had enough for two or thr?e
weeks longer. "A pound of brea i
cannot be had here, no, not for
1,000,000
rubles," they dec!, ed.
The villagers were suffering
from stomach disorders, and asked
for castor oil, a medicine not to be
had in the whole district. They admitted that food, not medlcinj,
was what they needed.
"Our only hope is the Americans," they said. "Otherwise, we
must die."
log cabin
'from the
enclosing
chickens,

raw-bone-
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line. It Is an exact establishment
of this
line of relative
naval
strength that has been worked out
Naval Biuos In Pacific.
The figure may be slenificant.
Naval officers have always contended fhat it would require a two
to one preponderance of forces to
carry battle to Japan across the
Pacific, if the attacking power
lacnea pases wen out toward that
side, because of tho possibility of
accidents to ships, although a near
base might quickly have refitted
ly
them. Here is where the great importance of naval bases in the Paon bv Mr.
cific, not touched
Hughes, lies. On the five to three
ratio of naval strength, officers say
that preponderance would not be
available to Great Britain or the
United States. It would take Joint
forces to furnish the ships and
then, because of double drains and
divided command, experts think a
three to one preponderance neces
sary to make certain the result.
Another Element.
Another element of the AmerL
can program yet to be explained is
the statement as to the "inverse
ratio" Importance of the merchant
marine, compared to naval strength
maintained by any power. That
means that as the size of the naval
force goes down, the possibilities of
turning merchant vessels Into war
ships by mounting guns on their
decks go up. With few fighting
ships to meet, armed merchantmen
would he themselves fighting craft,
ready for battle with ships of their
kind. If all navies were scrapped
Great Britain would have an over
whelming preponderance In potential naval strength due to her
twenty million tons of cargo and
passenger steamers as against the
merchant fleets of the United States
and Japan,
Apparently the American delegation was Influenced by some such
consideration as this in reaching
the figures as to size of navies to
be maintained on a
basis it proposed.
Plans to He Worked Out.
Plans to be worked out into rules
to govern convertibility of merchant tonnage for war will have to
do with reinforcing decks to carry
the weight of guns, prohibition of
actual gun emplacements on steamers; restrictions as to material fabricated for nuiek Installation on the
ships to make them over Into war
craft.
It seems likely that the American
naval experts have well advanced
ideas on this matter to be put forward later if agreement on strictly
n .val limitation seems probable.

...l.ol It niaani in vml. I.'lve
fisijc Automobiles; one Studebaker
sedan, one piuueuunur luuimg
and rnree unevroiet louring
Then think of all the cash prizes
real cash all to be given away
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YOU OCT MOKE
her spare time worth over $60 a
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participant is
Right now, while the biggest dav. In fact every
in
isHhe
going to cash In his or her spare
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effect,
time to get busy. Kvcry renewal, time for more real money than
or every new subscription secured they evtr thought possible for Just
NOW will count for more credits a few odd moments spent now and
than the same subscription turned then in the pleasant pastime of
in later on in the campaign. Very gathering credits.
The Morning Journal feels
soon now, the credit schedule will
that because of the. bigness at
be DECREASED.
Usually in newsthe prlseo list and the generous
paper campaigns the schedule is ingoes
creased a the campaign
way they arc to lie awarded,
cammost eople have failed to
along; but in the Journal
-comprehend t thoroughly.
paign the credit schedule is rapidRut the management wants
ly DECREASED after the first few
to again assure Its readers
cliivs.
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last
ed
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at
the
one
vents any
coming
moment and winning any of the
regardless of the number of ,
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wards tho workers those who
seizo the opportunity of getting the
changes In the prizes or conditions nf the campaign.
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(Continued from Page One.)
fourteen-lnc- h
cruisers.
on
battle
her
thorized and including 7,500 PhilNAVAL EXPERTS
British Preponderance.
ippine scouts).
The figures illustrate that the
The army reserve systems of the
STUDY TERMS OF
in
British
prothe
preponderance
powers
widely. In the British
AMERICAN PLAN posed immediate cut is embraced empire vary
the volunteer system largein her four battle cruisers, as the ly prevails although there is comgun power of the two battleship pulsory military training among
(Continued From Page One.)
fleets would be different in make- some of the dominions, including
il
as the other powers feel they do,
up, but all proximately the same. Australia, New Zealand and South
was said.
is little doubt, however, that Africa,
modified conscription
American naval opinion would rank In Egypt and Sudan. The United
Ixng Slop Taken.
At any rate, the American pro- the American battleship fleet as States has only voluntary liability
for military service, while France.
posal has made a flat proposition superior.
as to battle cruisers, which it was
In round terms, tho American re- Italy and Japan employ systems of
of
be
means
different
that
thought might
placement
proposal
conscription.
It under the agreement the fleets of
treatment at the conference.
Trained reserves available under
remains to be seen what Japan and the three powers in terms of capital these systems are estimated as fola
but
apthink
about
Great Britain
lows:
it,
Britirh empire, 433,675:
ships would stand at ultimately
fourteen each for France, 4.4 20,000, including terrilong step toward agreement on that proximately
question has been taken, naval folk Great Britain and the United torials;
(estiJapan 1,748,000
believe.
States and eight for Japan.
mated); Italy 4,627,000; United
full
claim to
The American
Actual business of negotiation
Slates, 189,000 (including national
Great
Britain is guards and officers reserve corps)
will get under way tomorrow, when 'equality with
Aviation Strength.
heads of delegations will meet to made in tho replacements suggesThere is a rather striking dispardiscuss procedure, a subject likely tion and there has been no hint as
imwill
most
of
one
to develop into
the
yet that the British delegation
ity in figures as to the permanent
From oppose it.
aviation strength, including both
portant of the conference.
mean also that Japan would army and navy air forces, maina very interested power have come
It
expressions emphasizing that the stand thereafter at a fixed ratio of tained by the powers. T'- - 'Mritlsh
order in which the topics appear three to five in naval strength In royal air for"" includes a personnel
on the program would have a sig- comparison to he other two fleets of about 32,000, and there are some
nificant bearing on the ability of It was not clear tonight how that additional units among the dominthe conference to move quickly to- would finally be viewed by Japan ions and colonies; the air force of
ward practical results.
Replacement Plan.
the United States, actual strength,
The American replacement plan is 17.8o7, authorized 23.119, with
Two Meetings Today.
future capital the number of navy officers for
To agree on preliminary details, proposes to limit
two meetings will be held. In the ships to 35,000 tons. Taken In aviation hot as yet determined:
morning the committee on program connection with the tonnage allot- Tapan, 3 650 and being increased;
and procedure for limitation of ar- ments, that would mean main France, 42,516 and Italy, 7,685.
crift
mament, of which the heads of the fleets of fourteen
capital
On the basis of
American, British, French, Italian each for Great Britain and the military supplies procured during
and Japanese delegations are mem- - United States and eight for Japan, the
war and still available for issue
Ibers, will consider the armament provided all are built i ,i to the to troops, the probable strength
lend of the program and in the size limit.
each power could put in the
which
atfernoon the committee on pro-- I
The heaviest tonnage of capital field In a reasonable
short time is
gram and procedure for faf east- -' craft so far planned is understood estimated as follows: British em
of the to be in connection with Japan's
ern questions,
consisting
pire, from 6.000,000 to 8,000.000
heads of the delegations of all nine projected battlo cruisers, said to men;
France. 5,304,000; Italy,
nations homing seats in the con- reach 44.000 tons. Such ships and
Japan, 1,200,000; United
j also
as the six new States. 1,000,000.
vessels
ference, will ussemhle.
such
cruisers
six
battle
During the afternoon the Amerand
battleships
In ratio to the populations of the
meet
ican advisory committee will
the XTnited States is building all
countries, the strength of
'and
Chairman Sutherland will an well over 40,000 tonners, would be various
the standing armies they maintain
nounce the personnel or tne six
prohibited.
runs as follows; Great Britain, .93
SIks Limitations.
ncr cent; France, 1.85 per cent;
Tonnage Figures.
at
vital
Size
strike
limitations
Italy, 1.26 per cent: Japan, .47 per
Technical advisers tomorrow will elements in naval construction. cent
and United States, .14 percent.
further study Ihe American pro- The factors of guns and armor
posal under which tonnage figures weight, speed and cruising radius,
in capital ships for the three are those from which the size of DISMISSED FOR USING
powers for imm dlate reductions ships Is determined. Probably thej
would be: Great Tirltain "004.450; 36,000 ton limitation would make
FACE POWDER, PUPIL
Japan, impossible any ship carrying heavUnited States, 500,050;
ASKS REINSTATEMENT
be
to
of
list
The
99,700.
chips
ier batteries than eight
retained shows that the British weapons.
over the United
I'ress.)
(nj The Associated
preponderance
It is to be noted that in the Knobie,
A writ
Ark., Nov. ?
States is practically all In her four American scheme no data as to new
she "be
that
of
mandamus asking
In that way, ap- ships laid down as replacements
battlo cruisers.
the American
group would be required to be furnished restored to her rights In the pub-ll- o
parently,
schools" has been filed by Pearl
general by the power planning the ship to
worked out Mr. Hughes'
statement as to the necessity of the other two, but tho tonnage and Pugsley, 18, who declared she was
na-i the dates of contract, keel laying, dismissed from the eighth grade
having regard "to the existing
val strength of the powen con- completion and destruction of the of a public school by the board
directors for using face powcerned."
ship displaced. No attempt is made of
.
to limit the design of the vessels, der.
Battleship Tonrni?e.
So far as battlpship tonnage goes, batteries, speed, fuel capacity or
Early this year the board issued
in the retained fleets, American and other military characteristics be- a statement that no face powders,
o
waists, thin stockings
ll'rltish forces would be about the yond the 85,000 ton maximum figor short sklrta would be tolerated
same, around 500,000; and that of ure.
This
3(
In the schools.
0,000.
Japan Ji it under
Coast Defense Vessels.
links directly with Mr. Hughes'
In outlining the plans for all the
The United States government
suggestion as to a replacement auxiliary craft that make up modtwenty-thre- e
national
program, based on fixed tonnage ern fleets, care was taken to ex- maintain
to
for each power,
The appropriation for
apply only after clude from
limitations existing cemeteries.
ten years of no building, then, un- tonnage in the
maintenance
care
and
for the
or purely their
der the American proposal, Great coast defensemonitors,
fiscal year 1921 Is $250,000.
in
and
supply
vessels,
Britain would be allowed to main- and other
ships, tugs and the
tain up to 500,000 tons in capital like. Theretrain
would be no necessity
ships, the Unit d States the same, to dispose of any excess of these
and Japan 300,000.
they would not weigh
In other words, after ten yeara craft, as
in the scale of the reduced
the British fleet muKt be brought much
down to the same tonnage basis as main fleets.
Otherwise with the exception of
the American, while tho Japanese
as
would remain substantially where it aircraft, the five to three ratio
tho strength of the British
between
wns at the time of the first reducand. American fleets and that of
tion.
Japan, would apply all down the
Apparently, It is expected that
the British strength would be re- -

credits have been brought
in or sent into the Journal office
by friends of the. nominees than
the most of those nominated thus
fur have secured themselves. And
when the candidates' names are
published, their friends will be all
the more active In their behalf,
knowing that they are in the camMore
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but only one "Hartshorn
Roller" we like to sell
the best in everything
so we sell shades with
"Hartshorn Rollers"
Where you buy the best.
We carry everything for
the home.

out of ships during the ten years.
Gun Power of Fleets.
Statistics nB to the gun power of
the three fleets to be retained show
that the United States and Japan
would havo one ship each mount
rifles each
ing eight Rixteen-inc'Great Britain would have ten
fifteen-Inch
ships carrying eighty
rifles; one carrying ten fourteen-inc- h
guns and her other seven ships
with seventy
would be
British 13.5 guns.
The United States, in addition to
the alxteen-lnc- h
gun ship, ie
Just
commissioned,
Maryland,
would have eight ships carrying
twelve fourteen-ineguns each;
four carrying ten fourteen-inctwelve-Inc- h
twelve
two
carrying
each,
and four carrying ten twelve-inc- h
each. Japan, in addition to
her ono sixteen-lne- r,
gun ship,
fourteen-inc- h
would havo forty-eigguns and twelve twelve-incon her battleships and thirty-twh
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SHE KNOWS AFTER 20 YEARS
A cold, even when it has develcough, difficult
oped a hacking

sleepless nights, raw
breathing,
throat and sore lungs even then a
cold yields quickly to Foley's Honey and Tar, Mrs. Milton Waite,
Box 32 Azalia, Mich., writes: "I
have used Foley's Honey and Tar
for the past 20 years and find there
is no other cough or croup remedy
like it. You may use my name."
It gets right at the seat of trouble
Children like It. Bold everywhere.

Army Cots $3

November 14, 1921.
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PROVE SERIOUS
It Is Almost As Dangerous
As Blowing Out the Gas
Before Going to Bed,

Yale Professor Says.
(B.

The AwirMfA

t'rMt.)

New Haven, Conn., Nov. IS..
Running tho engine of a car, to
warm it up, in a small closed garage, is one of the most dangerous
things that a man can do, accord
Ing to Prof. Yandell Henderson of
Yale university.
It Is almost as
dangerous ns blowing out the gas
to
bed, Professor Hen
before going
derson says.
"The exhaust gas from an engine
and city illuminating gas both contain large proportions of carbon
monoxide, says Professor Hender
car produces as
A sman
son.
much carbon monoxide in a minute
as a gas burner will flow in three
or four hours, and a large car produces even more of this gas.
"These facts have been shown
recently by Mr. A. C. Fieldner and
his associates of the United States
bureau of mines.
Profe.sor Henderson, consulting
Physiologist of the bureau of mines,
has shown that if the exhaust gas
Is diluted with enough fresh air It
is praclirally harmless.
Three or
four volumes of carbon monoxide
in 10.000 times as much fresh air
can be breathed for an hour or
more without any ill effect, he
says.
"But six volumes of the gas may
cause a slight headache, nine vol
umes a severe headache and nau
sea, and fifteen or twenty volumes
in 10.000 of air wilt produce uncon.
selonsness and even death," he
states.
A car produces one cubic foot or
more of carbon monoxide per minute, and Professor Henderson calculates that In a small closed garage (10 by 10 by 20 feet the car.
when warming up, contaminates
the air to a deadly concentration
within three or four minutes.
"Many peonle lose their lives
every winter by running their en- cine with the irarnge doors and
v'ndows closed," he points out
The only safe way Is to open the
enrage doors before starting the
engine, or to slip a piece of hose
over the exhaust and so deliver the
gas out of doora.
"These investigations were car
ried out for the New York and
New Jersey tunnel commission
which are constructing a vehicular
tunnel under the Hudson river. The
tunnel will lie large enough for two
lines of passenger cars or truck'
each way, and will relieve nutomo- hlllsts of the delay involved in
crossing the river on. the ferries
Klaborate plans are brlng made bv
the engineers for properly ventilating the tubes to keep them clear of
smoke and gas."
The standard for maximum con
centration of carbon monoxide in
air for safety recommended by Professor Hendrson has been adopter
for the tunnel, and driving through
the tunnel will not involve annre- lablv more ri.k due to bad air than
riving along Fifth nvenue in New
York city on a crowded afternoon
"Many peonle believe that gaso
line vnnor is the cause of the unpleasant feelings that thev sometimes exncrieriVe in a large, badly
ventilated public garage," siys T)r
"Dr. H. W. Haggard,
Henderson.
working with me, has shown that
these symntoms are not due to the
gasoline vapor but to the carbon
monoxide gas which results when
the gasoline vapor is exploded in
the cylinders of an engine.
'Carbon monoxide combines with
the red coloring matter of the
blood and this prevents tho bloo"
from carrying an adequate amount
of oxygen from the lungs to tht
hrain and other parts of the body
Rut we find that soon after the af
fected person comes into fresh air
again the carlion monoxide begins
to leave the blood. The restoration
of the blood to its normal condi
tion can only be assisted by inhal
ing oxygen.
'These investigations are of Im- nortance not only to automoblllsts
but also to everyone who takes care
If enough air
of his own furnace.
is not supplied to a coal fire, large
amounts of carbon monoxide are

ARMY

AND

NAVY STORE
323 South First

YALE IS RANKED TOO
HARVARD
STRONG j-OR

' (Br The ARnnrlatpri PrM.)
New York, Nov. 13. The band
of football warriors who carried
tho Blue standard of Yale to victory over Princeton
Saturday Is
ranked, because of that triumph,
as too strong a foe for Harvard,
which the Bull Dog meets next Saturday in the last of the season's big
three clashes. Princeton has won
from Harvard and lost to Yale.
Capt. Malcolm Aldrich's kicking
toe was the real factor in Yale's
victory over Princeton.
Penn State, undefeated, drove to
a
victory at Philadelphia
over the Navy.
Harvard, represented mostly by
second string men, found a stubborn foe in Brown, but fought determinedly In the last quarter for
a
victory.
Pennsylvania launched a counter
offensive In the last minutes of its
game with Dartmouth and managed to tie, 14 to J4. The Army
found its easiest opponent of the
season in Villa Nova. The score
was 49 to 0.

METHOD

League Bldt.,
Calif.

ffflp

SOMETHING YOU (NEVER
HEARD ABOUT PYREX
Did you know that bread baked in Pyrex pans
riseg more than an inch higher than the same'
quantity of dough in ordinary pans? It's a
fact. Here's another: A metal pan and a Pyrex dish were filled with water and placed in
an oven. The water in the Pyrex dish boiled
in ten minutes. That in the metal dish never
did boil. This is because a metal dish shuts
out more than half the oven heat. Pyrex is
another way of saying economy.
Pyrex Casseroles, with
lids, like the Illustration, $2 for the quart
size'. Other sizes In pro-

ii ma

Glass-Lumbe-

Consisting of Hg quart Casserole, 1 bread pan, 1 found
dish with handles, 1 oval
dish with handles, 1 pie

plate,

6

ramekins or custard

cups, $8.00.

Oval Casserole with etched Pyrex filler and
nickle frame, $5.50.

The illustration at
the left Is a wire
frame designed to

make

PYREX

Dishes more conveniently handled.
Sizes and shapes
for all dishes.

COPPER TEA KETTLES
We have just received a new shipment of the
famous
nickle plated copper tea
kettles, made of
pure lake copper,
lined inside with pure block tin, heavily nickle
Guaranteed.
plated and polished outside.
$2.00, $2.25 and $2.50.
Rev-O-N- oc

14-oun- ce

I
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rbone
422 Sooth First Street.
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New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.

IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE

First and Copper Phone 74

ana tv elders.
Tel

St.

SETS

.

1041--

IT"

C. H. CARNES

old cough or cold
or the new one develop
seriously, is folly, especially when at
your druggists, you can get such a
proved and successful remedy as Dr.
No drugs,
King's New Discovery.
just good medicine that relieves

SPECIALIST IN OCriAR
REFRACTION '
Phone 1057-V107 S. Fourth.

FIRST

A

You

can't get, anywhere

business
properly

:

King's
New Discovery
and Courtis

Wake Iln Clear UoaAaA
Th.
"tired out" feeling mornings, is due to
constipation. Dr. King's Pills act
mildlv. stir DO the liver anA hn. a
healthy bowel action. All druggists, 25c.
VTOUT GRIPE

Dr Kings Pills

world unless
trained.

In

you

SUBSCRIPTION

COUPON

Albuauerque Journal Salesmanshio Club
Good For 20,000 Extra Credits

?7M

quickly.
For over fifty years, a standard
remedy for coughs, colds and grippe.
Eases croup also. Loosens up the
phlegm, quiets the croupy cough,
stimulates the bowels, thus relieving
the congestion. All druggists, 60c

(
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Union
Bulte
CO.,
Key No. 32, Los Angeles.

Wind Shield

'

portion.
Pie Plates, $1; Bread
Pans, tl.10; 5x7 Ensr-lis- h
Meat Plo or C'lko
Dishes, J 1 . 1 0.

vc

ANT

.

a"WinningCup."

flsJuKufc?e. UKia., uet. zs, m.a. a
last the time has come when I must
write you. I ihould have written before
now. but after not strictly obeying your
reoueia. t just put It off from time to
time, so now I can only apolosite for my
negligence. When I received tire remedy
I was disgusted, having taken so much
medicine for the past three or tour years,
so I didn't use it for about five weeks
nfter I received It, but I decided to try
it, and after using the 30 day treatment,
I am not bothered with my lungB now at
all, and I feel that they are cured, and
I have gained about eight pounds. I have
recommended It to several and among
them Is a close friend who has a sick
daughter. She has been sick since July.
I have repeatedly tried to get him to use
the remedy, and he thought favorably
all the time, but seemed to be afald to
uult the doctors. He had the bestcb-talnabl- e
In this city treating her, but
for the last four or five weeks she has
been unable to get out of bed. He came
to me this morning and wanted your ad
dress, said he wanted to send for it to
morrow and I Insisted to sand at once
and save a day."
This la an excerpt from Just one more
letter reoelved on today's mall. Just one
of numbers continuously coming in from
users of Dr. Balrd's Inhalant Method in
all parts of the United States. Results
are nation-widrnrougn
courtesy
names and addresses are not published.
but furnished upon request, together with
Address THE INHALall particulars.

Neglecting That
Cold or Cough?

Special

making. Properly

made you will have'

Cripple Creek, Colo., Nov. 12.
Samuel Leek, nn aged recluse, was
found dead in his cabin last night
as a result of a shot from his own
gun, fixed as a trap over the door
and evidently
intended for intruders. The gun waa placed over
the door with a string from the
trigger to the doorknob. The
weapon discharged when the door
was opened.
Leek was called a man of mystery in this vicinity. He resided
here twenty years without visible
means of support. Suicide is not
suspected as authorities believe he
accidentally walked into the trap,

Boilermaker

For Colds

deserves careful

FOUND
IN HIS CABIN

DEAD

IKHflil

Coffee

AGED RECLUSE

21(H)

thi
are

Accompanied by the nomination blank, and your first
subscription, this coupon will start you In the race for th
magnificent Morning Journal prizes, with a grand total of
more than 37.onn credits. This coupon may be used only
once and Is valid only when accompanied by a subscription

remittance.

This school offers superior ad'
vantages ki DAY AND NIGH1
SESSIONS. Special Speed Classes
Private instruction to backward
students In all grades ot public
school work.

G. E. Fletcher

-

,.

Name of Subscriber

,

Candidate's Name
Amount

Enclosed,

.

,
,

$

This coupon will count 20.000 free credits when returned
to the Salesmanship Club Manager, together with the first
ubscription you obtain. It must be aceomoanled by the cash,
and the subscription must be for a period of one year or
longer. The 20,000 free credits are In addition to the number
given on the subscription, as per regular schedule.

Monument Works

Women

The most economical cleansing and
germicidal of au antiseptics Is

Albuquerque, N. M.
Memorials of the Better
Kind
We pay the freight to you

Some'of these have been
used a little, but they are
A soluble Antiseptic Powder
as good as new.
to be dissolved in water as
Remember the price it needed.

only $3.00

formed and some of this gas may
leak out Into the air of the house
They are of importance also to city
firemen, for the smoke of a burning building nearly always contains
large amounts of carbon monoxide
It is not the stinging, visible vapors
which overcome the men trying to
enter the burning building but the
invisible, odorless carbon monoxide
contained In the smoke.
"In numerous instances firemen
In different cities have tried to use
army gas masks in fighting city
fires, not knowing that these masks
do not protect against the deadly
carbon monoxide. As a result of
the investigations of the chemists
and physiologists of the bureau of
mines and the chemical warfare
service, masks are now being developed to protect against carbon
monoxide."

As a medicinal antiseptlo for
douches In treating catarrh. In
tlammatlon or ulceration of nose
throat, and that caused by feml-nlntils It has no equal. For ten
years the Lydla B. Pink ham Med
(clnt Co. has recommended Pai
tine In their private correspond
enct with women, which prove
Women who have
Its superiority.
been cured say It Is "worth Its
weight tn gold." At druggists. EOe
large box. or by mall. The Faxton
Toilet Co., Boston, Mass,

Aztec Fuel Company
Phone 251

MIMKOURAPH
TYPKWRITKR
CARBON PAPERS

Albright

s

Gallup Egg
LUMBER

Anderson

ALBUQUERQUE

PRINTEKS

LUMBER COMPANY

428 NOKTH

IJIM):RS

GLASS, PAINT,
CEMENT. PLASTER.
PIIIK1 KTIIKKT,

STATIONERS
2 0 8

VV

c t

sJold

A
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COMMENCING TUESDA- Y-

Kistler Collister & Company
your selection complete stocks of dependable merchandise at prices that are lower than you expected to see this year. If you are in
Sale. Compare our prices and merchandise you will be surearnest in your desire to economize, we ask you to come to our
prised at the saving on Coats, Suits, Dresses, Household Linens, Blankets and Cotton Goods.

We offer for

Profit-Sharin- g

m

THANKSGIVING

Bedding
A GREAT

PROFIT-SHARIN-

PLAID BLANKETS

For misses and smaller women here

$4.75
This is a remarkable value and when these are
gone there will be no such blankets for $4.75. They
are wool finish; large size, 70x80 inches.

All Wool Plaid

Blankets
These beautiful
plaid blankets in the popular block plaids, grey, blue, tan and black and
white. A blanket that will be greatly appreciated
blankets.
by those who like
all-wo- ol

all-wo- ol

Cotton Blankets
Plain grey and tan (sheet blankets) 00x76. Sale

-

-

SALE
ALL LINEN CLOTHS

PROFIT-SHARIN-

sale of suits which offers a most extensive
assortment of types, fabrics, and price
range. You will find just what you want
here at much less than you expected to pay.

S1.98

Values up to $25.00
Values up to $39.50

sale price.
sale price.

Pure Irish linen table cloths, regular $12.50 value,
splendid patterns, 72x72 inches.
Napkins to match, half dozen
$5.00
FINE NAPKINS

$2.19 Dozen

. .

Values up to $49.50 sale price. .
Values up to $115.00 sale price.

24-In-

.

.$37.50

.

$87.50

Privd

Fine Iricotine and taffeta
gilk Dresses, richly bead- ed and braided ' cspecially
I
siuiauie i o r aiiemuuu
wear. Values to

UP

Beautifully made
dresses of taffeta, crepe
de chine and serge; styled
similarly to models at
much higher prices.

,

19

At

good assortment of

a

$3.50

The

season's

but at a price
that is much lower than

For the woman who likes the warmth and comfort
of a Beacon blanket cloth lounging robe there is
an unusually attractive assortment to choose from
Tailored styles bound at the edges with satin ribbon; good, warm quality Beacon at
$5.50 and $6.75

our regular selling price.

Saving averaging
Cloth Coats and Plush Coats
h-

Beacon Blanket robes; soft, lovely colors, trimmed
with satin binding, large collars, silk cord, roomy
pockets, at
$10.00 and $12.50

Full length, stylish garments of Polo and Kersey cloth.
Belted models. Actual $20.00
Qrr
value at
pI

rn

DI

42x36 pillow cases

liclted. blouse and loose flare styles of Bolivia, Velour
and Broadcloth, etc.; some are beautifully embroidered and fur trimmed.
CQK Afl
Wonderful $45.00 values at
ipOOtUU

25c

High-Grad-

Winter Coatings
all wool velours and Scotch cheviots, plain
colors and fancy mixtures, suitable for school and
auto wear. Sale price, yard
$3,50
54-Inc-

An Extraordinary Opportunity to Supply
Your Winter

Stylish Winter Cloth Coats

72x90 seamed sheets

h
and
lengths, of extra fine
quality silk plush. Smart new styles with luxurious
fur trimmings and beautiful satin
(JJQK Art
Unings. Exceptional $45.00 values at. . . . tyOD.UU

The Knit Undrewear Department makes a special feature, of
a splendid union suit. A fashioned garment, with all flat
seams; fleece lined; four styles:

SPECIAL OPPORTUNITIES IN THE SILK DEPT.
Crepe Satin in navy blue, brown arid black, regular price

r-

iiv-

Corsets
Our special corset, medium low bust, regular $1.50
value. Sale Price
98c

48-inc-

36-inc- h,

h,

98 cents

Underwear
Needs

Silk Plush Coats

e

$4.00

at

Low neck; no sleeves, knee length.
'?''
Low neck, no sleeves, ankle length.

Dutch neck, elbow sleeves, ankle length.
High neck, long sleeves, ankle length.
Sizes 36 to 41 at

$2.98

$1.35

Charmeuse
Beautiful quality in brown, grey, navy
and black. Regularly $2.50. Sale Price

SILK STOCKINGS

:

J9c

These are the kind they want at such inexpensive
prices that women will lose no time in coming for
them.

newest

models,

One-Fourt-

cents

EVERY WOMAN ENJOYS THE COMFORT
OF A GOOD LOUNGING ROBE

Women's and Misses' Cloth Coats

Ready Made Sheets and
Pillow Cases

$2.19

19x36 inches, fine cotton huck towels at, each

Sale of Coats

$3.50

fine mercerized napkins, Irish make, a reg-

HUCK TOWELS

Sale of Dresses
$15.00
$25.00
$33.50
eoTr!frlyD

ch

ular $3.00 value. Sale price, dozen

.$15.00
.$29.50

. .

G

$6.50

No Mistakes or Regrets if
Your New Suit Comes
From Kistler Collister
and Company.

Comforts
Silkoline covered comforts,
colors. Sale Price.....

is a

Attend this sale and select your new Suit.

$8.50

Price

Linens

SALE OF

G

tiv&ii $1.98

$1.45
The Lady Jane Silk Hose, a pure silk stocking in all the popular colors.

-

MAIL ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY

"THE GROWING STORE" PHONE
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Controversy Over Its Aboto
lishment Threatens
of
Strike
a
Precipitate
U. M? VyLofA.
(By The Aftftnrl.itt'd

Are You All Rigged Out
To Get Your Deer?

Aitoclated Presi.)

Chicago. Nov. 13. Balk line bil
liard players and fans Interested In
the 18.2 cue game were gathered
today for the opening tomorrow of
the first world's championsnip
tournament held In sixteen years.
will find Willie
The ooenlng
Hoppe, champion slnoe 1908. and

IIP, MINERS SA

challengers representing three

The season opens next Sunday, November
20, and lasts just 10 days. We began preparing for it 10 months ago, by buying
with utmost care the best stock of Guns,
Ammunition, Hunting Togs and Equipment we could find. So we're ready for
your every hunting need.

nations ready to play.
The first match tomorrow even
ing will bring together Welker
Cochrane of San Francisco and
Roger ContI of France. Hoppe will
come Into action for the first time
Tuesday when he meets the loser
match.
of the Cochrane-Con- tl
Three matches are scheduled for
each day after the opening event.

TrPM.)

Indianapolis, Ind.. Nov. 13. LI Up
tho frogs that appear In the sandy
wastes of Texas following the infrequent rain storms, or the earthworms that crawl out on steaming
pavements of northern cities after
summer showers, the "check off"
system "Vhlrh the United Mine
Workers of America propose to defend, with a nationwide strike as
their weapon, has sprung from a
mysterious source. It has no birthday. It has Just grown up. Until
the present time it has been passed
by unnoticed while other principles
have been fought over by miners
and operators.
The check off has never been an
Issue In the biennial wage controversies between committees of the
operators and miners but has been
accepted, union officials say, nsthei
most convenient method of collecting dues and assessments from
members of the organization. The
check off, however, is now considered almost vital to the welfare of
the union: In fact It is so essential
that President John L. Lewis hn
sent word to distrlet officers that
discontinuance of the plan should
bo regarded as breaking the existing wags agreements with opera-Istors. A temporary Injunction
sued by Judge A. B. Anderson in
United States district court forbidding continuance of the check
off prompted Mr. Lewis' message.
has
Now that the controversy
arisen miners and operators are
giving serious consideration to the
historical development of the check
off system, while the general public wonders what is the nature of
this terse technicality that threatens to stop their fuel supply as
winter approaches.
The check off, as explained by
persons familiar with the mining
Industry, is the plan by which the
coal companies deduct from miners'
wages their dues to the union, their
the
special assessments, money duecomcompany for supplies, rent of
Incidentals,
houses
other
and
pany
such as hospital service and maintenance of a mine physician. In
stead of the union member paying
his dues directly to local union officials the dues are retained by the

MARINE MAIL GUARDS
HAVE REACHED DENVER

fGmv)
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WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP
BILLIARD TOURNAMENT
WAY TODAY
UNDER

BUSHNELL FILMS THE FUNNY SIDE OF THE GREAT INTERNATIONAL
DISARM CONFERENCE IN EIGHT REELS

PUN

CHECK-OF- F

HAS

November
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We Sell Hunting Licenses

(By The AwoclaU Freu.)
Denver, Colo., Nov. 13 The first
detachment of marines to reach
Denver for mall guard duty In accordance with the recent order of
Postmaster General Hays arrived
today from the Mare Island training base. There were thirty-tw- o
men In the company. They will be
distributed In pairs on outgoing
mail trips while a special detail
will remain on guard at the post- office building, it was announced.

Wc Give S. &

11.

Green Stamps

MATSON'S
208 WEST CENTRAL

Sporting Goods Headquarters.

Durinsr the past year 27,871
deaths occurred to veterans of the
civil war.

Let Fatima smokers
tell you
company and paid to the secretary
of the local union.
When the check off originated Is
not clrar. Some of the older members of the union declare that It
was first adopted In Indian, while
others declare its . ..o in Ohio antedated Its use in tlie Tloosler state.
The check off. It is said, has
had a gradual growth, being taken
up in tho various coal fields at different times. It was first used by

to deduct from
miners' wages the sums due the
company for rent and supplies
With the growth of the union dis&9 9 IWI1T
trict agrecmetiTS were formulate.!
Jr
111
checked
by which the companies
off the miners' dues.
Tho peculiar conditions exls' Ins
In the mining industry moro tluin
twenty years ago were in part responsible for the check off, it is
TX THIS ASS(H IATi:i im:krs.v
also pointed out. As the union
Nov. 13, Qnes contiguous territories).
Against
WardilnKlon,
grew and gained strength it became
a practice at different mines fen1 tinns
of
rational this the per capita nf taxation in
pulntlon,
$7.40;
TJ;!0 is: British
to stand at the mouth.
Empire,
committees
a!th, naUonal debts, ratios of Italy. $12; France,
.
.a
rrt;i
.i
$13;
Japan,
j
debt
to
and
wealth
taxation
$33.
I'nited
not
$2:
Slates,
had
who
enter
miners
paid
i;i aeni nnu taxaiion
For the purposes of this calcutheir dues and thus were not in
lation, national debts are placed
It was not uncom-- 1 prior to the world war, figure,
good standing.
.,
war
eff"ct
the
to
and
ns
follows: British Empire,
of dues
foreign trade
mon that the
318,000; Italy, $17,846,400,000,
was caused bv the improvidence of of exports and imports will all
$41,633,020,000; Japan,
the miner. Tho result was chaos take an important part In the dis- France,
United
in the labor supply and finally re- - cussions on limiting armaments.
$1,703,500,000;
States,
definite
a
Each subject has
Mod in the operators agreeing to
Ratio of debt to
$23,990,523,000.
tne
anout
in
pnyls-harthe
British
national
wealth:
from
the union dues
having brought
Empire,
conference and Is linked not alone 26 per cent; Italy, 69.5 per cent;
i f
io miners as a means of assur-discussions France. 41.7 per cent; Japan, 7.1
of with the economics
"Nothing else
the constant
t' " miners. This condition Is said among the delegates to be expect-I- n per cent; United States, 6.9 per
wilUo"
have existed in a number of r.l. but directly associated with the cent. Ratio of debt to population:
I size of armies
and navies.
British Empire, $100; Italy, $459:
;;i'os,
For the five major powers
France, $158; Japan, $23; United
The cheek off had never been
in nnv Interstate wage tlclpalinir In the arms conference, .States. $202.
be
outline
may
Increases in direct taxes between
-i ei'ments.
according to William the following
as follow:
secretary-treasure- r
of the en as substantially correct on the 1913 and 920 were
avallainformation
latest
best
to
and
was
British
Mine
It
Workers.
I'nited
Empire, $423,073,000
$113,430.-00- 0
$1,514,527,000:
brought into tho settlement of the, hie here:
Italy,
exof
To arrive at the relation
to $4S4,500.000; France,
At
cool strike in 1919, however.
tax burdens, the estimated
Jato
this time the operators contended h"tir
$1,220,422,000:
five
the
national
wealth
of
powers
off
but
to $170,526,000,
tho
of
check
abolition
fur
pan, $72,454,000
to
dropped thia contention when the may be set down as follows: Brit United States, $1,349,841,000
Italy. $4,000,000,000.
strike was. settled In accordance lsh empire, $180,000,000,000;
JSO.OOO.OOO.OOC;
France, $100,000
with tho findings of the bituminous
Changes In foreign commerce
I2S, 000, 000, 000; for each power between 1913 and
.Tapan,
coal commission appointed byl'res-- j 000.000;
1'tilted
Ptates, J 3 r.0 .0 0 0.0 OO.OO'l. 1920 were:
British Empire. Im
ldent Wilson.
TWENTYjot
On the basis of 920 direct taxa- ports,
to $14,092 $6,037,475,000
tion this represents the following 690.000:
$4,714,865,000
exports,
ratio of taxes to national wealth "l to $11,487,020,000; Italy, Imports,
j
British Empire. $738,519,000
each country:
to $3,187,563,000;
1.9 per cent; Italy, 1.6 per cent; exports, $520,530,000
to $1,565,- 0.6
4H4.000. France, imports,
0
France, 1.2 per cent; Japan,
difference
1.1
to $5,9S4,416,000;
per
"IV Theater Repeating today per cent; United States,
exports,
cent.
to
$1,580,759,000
$1,980,211,000.
for the last time the "Discontented
totals (estimated! Japan, Imports, $364,716,000
to
Population
Wives," with J, 1'. McOowun and
British
as
are
follows:
r
Empir".
ul.so
the
an
$1,130,106,000;
$315,
exports,
cast;
repeating
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
38.
840,000; 208,000 to $2,387,723,000: United
Italy,
Monty Hanks comedy, "Where's 49,4,11,5.ri9:
78,
91,22?.
000;
mares, imports, $1,813,008,000
Japan,
to
.My W ife," and the "Current News" France,
OOO.Bfi
; United
States, 1t8,CC2.-59- 8 5... 278. 481, 000; exports,
$3,466.- pictures.
(Including 12,414,421- in non SS4.UU0 to $8,228,016,000.
Lyric Theater "Salvation Nell,"
with un
cast, drew out bitf
crowds at the shows yesterday, and
is being repeated today; also re- Jim riatt. Then from scrubwom
Gordon, ne of the belles of the
peating "The High Sign," with Bus- an In a saloon she goes to the Sal town, Bruce decides that perhaps
vation Army. How sh effects the romona inignt ne an acceptable
ter Keaton as the leading star.
I'astlmc Tlicatc r Eugene O'Bri- salvation of her Jim, after he Is place to live, and when he learns
en la at his best as the leading released from prison, constitutes by chance that there were evl
star In "Clay Dollars," which Is the dramatic denouement of this denoes of something crooked In his
uncle s will, ho dcterml es to stick
.being repeated at the Pastime to-- , extraordinary photoplay,
day; also repeating the comedy
Pauline Stark gives a magnifi it out and unravel the
"Over the Kcpce," with Harold cent, characterization ot "Salvation How Bruce unmasks the mystery.
Af-lflM"villain"
Lloyd In the title role, and the "Fox Nell' in the title role. And Jo and turns the tnbles on him gives
News pictures.
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seph King Is seen as Jim Piatt. a very ingenious twist to the story
Others In tho cast are Gypsy as well as providing one of the
DRAMA OF HUMAN NATCRB
E. T. Tangford, Evelyn most amusing of situations.
snow:; cmvAkly in flay, C.O'Brien,
The
many small-tow- n
Carrington, Charles MacDonald,
typs
SOW AT Tlfi; "li" THEATtK Matthew
which
Betz, Mario Haynes, A, and bits of atmosphere
in
Law
and
William
the
predominate
Earl,
Nalley
picture gives
Tou do not have to be a discon
it an added charm and cause
tented wife to enjoy the program ot rence Johnson,
moments.
laughable
many
and
The
settings
the
for
first
photography
the "B" theater siiown
time yesterday and being repeated are splendid, while the titling by
Now that Harry Greb has de
for the last time today, the feature Dorothy Farnum is a credit to the
feated Charley Welnert, the Pittsof which is "Discontented Wives," a screen. "Salvation Noll" 19 an Aswill take
Playgoers photodrama starring J, sociated First National release.
burgh
P. McGowan,
on Bill Brennan.
If he whips
It is u very human story Fred BRTFF REVIEW OF THE
Brennan, Greb will be the first
"CLAY DOLLARS." WITH
Wlndemere tells of a wlfo whose
EUGENE O'BRIEN AS STAR choice for a clash with Jack
discontent arose out of hardships
beDempsey.
and a lonei:ness she had never nafore endured, and whose selfish
If you enjoy clean humor, thrown
self.
better
Journal Wants bring results.
her
of heart interest, and good acting,
ture battled with
Frltzl Brunette gives a very intol-ige- then you will find them all in Euand sympathetic performance gene O'Brien's new Selznlck Picof the wife, and J. P. McGowan is ture, "Clay Dollars," which
virile and powerful as the husband. shown yesterday
afternoon and
tv. cultivated life of New York last night to appreciative crowds
the primitive at the Pastime theater and which
with
"I believe Chamberlain's Tablets
citv . is contrasted
....
l.n-ntn'- a
nnlrlan
OUtaOOr 11IO OI WU1V1UH, 6.v.w. Is being repeated today.
have saved my life." writes Mrs.
hills.
The story, which is from the Maggie Coil, Golden City. soMo. "II
bad
of Lewis Allen Browne, is had pains in my stomach I could
pen
thought
RIG DRAMATIC MOMENTS
with amusing
filled
situations
doo- NELL."
Our
live.
lot
packed with power;
The Prest-O-Lit- e
IV Till: "SALVATION
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a man's size job
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$7.65
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price)
congestion of the
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$12.40
cember
stomach.
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price
An absorbing: and faithfully
EuBruce
Edwards,
by
itrnwn nleture of life is the Whit gene O'Brien, after played
10 to bed perfecta few years
the September price of $35.90; and, yes, Overlands, Buicks and 27 other cars and
man Bennett production, "Salva spent in New York trying to mako
ly well and wake
it's even less than the 1917 price a bet- trucks. Have you bought yours? Reup in the night
tion Nell," which opened an en- his fortune, is informed that ha
as bad as I could
member, only $23.50 for this genuine
ter
gagement at tho Lyric theater yes- has Inherited a valuable piece of
battery, too!
Prest-O-Litbe and live. Our
a
terday and which is being repeated farm land from an old uncle, an3
This
quality
strictly
$23.50
battery
doctor
said
it
tnilnv.
with a light heart he hurries to the
would do no good
Taken from the Edward S. Shel- Uttlo village
of Pomona,' only o
to give medicine
don ploy of the same name, In find that he has been willed nothon
the
He
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OUR TOY DEPARTMENT

OPENS

TOMORROW (TUESDAY)
We are showing an exceptional high grade line
of toys at reasonable prices.
On opening day we will give a Special Cash Discount on everything in our Toy Department of
10 Per Cent.
This is a real saving as all goods are marked in
plain figures and for cash.

'25
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Theaters Today

ut taste the

$1,901,-709,00-
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EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEPING
Br LAURA

A. KIRKMAN.

Monday.
Mrs. George Farr will entertain
Miss Anne Harris;
for
informally
at 2:30 p. m.
Dinner of Business and Professional Women at Y. M. C. A. at
6: IB p. m.
Shriners ball at Alvorado hotel
at 9 p. m.

FIRE? far back so as not to blow and
so as to throw the heat forward
I received an amusing letter Into the room. The next step,
from a column reader, the other after pushing the ashes back, is
.(day. It was signed "Bride," and to place a "back log" on the andbegan: "Now, dear Miss Kirkman, irons, pushing It well back against
before you tell me how to cook, the center wall of the hearth. This
please tell me how to build a fire. back log is a great help In building a fire! usually a heavy, chunky
Every one I build goes out."
So I think an article on build- stick of hard wood is chosen for FL0RAD0RA CHORUS
and it and it frequently lasts from one
AN
GIRLS
ing fires furnace, stove
BECOMES
hearth may be acceptable, at fire to another. Place crumpled
STAR
or
OVERNIGHT
between the
least to young housekeepers.
shavinga
paper
To Build a Fire In a Coal Range andirons and cross kindling stick"
Close all the dampers except the on the paper but more in a hiloven dampers; remove the covers lock shape than flat as when makfrom the top of the stove and ing a range or furnace fire. Lav
brush all soot and ashes into the a few heavier sticks on the kindfire box, then turn over the grate ling so that as the flame burnn
so as to dump the ashes into the along the kindling, it will be led up
ash pan below. (This is also the to the back log. When a back log
new
used
be
will
is
a
for
fire
it
time to scrape off anything that
has been spilled on the oven floor.) smaller than it oHginally was beNow lay either crumpled paper or cause part of it will have burned
shavings on the grate, filling the away; when it becomes too small
x
d
with for use as a back log, it should b
at least
this. Next place pieces of kind- drawn forward and a new back
on the paper, log put in.
ling, cross-wisTo keep a large log from burnmaking sure that they reach the
corners.
The sticks of wood ing late at night when a fire Is
should be loosely arrangej in or- no longer needed, stand the burnPi
f.
der to allow free passage of air.
ing piece on end back in the corIt is now time to light the fire ner or against the side, and as it
is
isolated
other
from the heat of
Do this by applying a lighted
match through the bars of the pieces of wood it will soon stop
grate to the paper or shavings burning. A fire screen is a moat
of hearth-fir- e
when the wood ia burning well, important
piece
add 2 shovels of coal, not too equipment.
To Build a Coal Fire in a
large. Do not add more coal until the 2 shovels of it are glow- Hearth Grate Remove all ashes
,
pxf
that are in the grate from other
ing.
To Build a Furnace Fire Folfires, so as to have free access
low above directions for building of air to the fire. Place cruma coal fire in a kitchen range. pled paper or shavings In the botFor a furnace is only a large stove. tom of the grate and a few kindTo Build a Wood Fire on the lings or charcoal on top of these
Hearth Brush the ashes from In grate fires soft coal burns with'
wood fires far back in a yellow flame, and because it is
previous
the fireplace (of course rpmovlng porous and full of gases, it burns
an excessive amount of them). It quickly and makes a splendid grate
is an economy to keep a certain fire. If small
paper bags are
amount of ashes on the hearth be- filled with hard coal, (when this
cause when a fire Is made thesa is used) in the cellar and put upon
ashes will be heated again and the grate fire In the bags, this
thus will asnlRt In throwing out saves the dirt and unpleasant noise
more heat. But they must be kept of shoveling.
CAN YOU BUILD A GOOD

h

1

fire-bo-

one-thir-

e,

J'"

STATE NEWS BRIEFS
Carlsbad Ed Toner reports the
following shipments of cattle out
of Eddy county during the year
1021, up to November 5. The report
includes besides rail shipments,
some that were driven out:
2,511
December, J 920

January, 1921
February, 1921

August
September
October
November

90
143
40b
4,253
11,690
, 5,814
1,396
1,390
S69
5,966
999

Total

35,621

March
April
May

June
July

,

'

Gallup Construction wag started last week by Wilson Brothers,
contractors, on the first of twelve
residences at Mine No. 5.
Contract for this work was let to
the local firm recently by the Gallup American Coal company, as a
portion of their building plans for
the fall and winter at the new
haft.
Cost of the work will
.mount to around $20,000v
The first of the homes to be
completed will likely be ready for
occupancy in thirty days; the entire work probably taking all winter to complete.
The houses, all of which will be
of brick, and four rooms, will have
a unique feature of wall construe
tion used in Gallup for the first
time. It is called the Ideal Wall
construction, gives a hollow tile ef
fect and has the advantages of
cheapness and substantiality. Half
of the homes will be finished with
stucco and the others will be given
a smooth white exterior. As a
whole they will be as modern and
convenient as any miners' homes
to be found anywhere.
This contract is the first to be
let, for the first block of homes in
the new town, the total number of
which will be determined by existing conditions as the work of development progresses.

ELECTRICITY
PROVES
TO BE CHEAP LIGHT

'

NEW RANGE EQUIPPED
FOR BOTH COAL AND
IS OUT
ELECTRICITY
has
made Its debut that plays a dual
of it being devoted
part,
to electricity and the other half to
makes
This combination
coal.
possible a cool kitchen in summer
and a warm one in winter together
with the convenience of both fuels
at the same time if desired, or Independently as circumstances demand. There are some communl
ties where such a combination
meets a real need.
The electric oven, lined with
silver colored sheet metal, is placed
above the cooking top. It is fitted
with light, aluminum plated racks
and can be heated by Its two units,
upper and lower, In a few minutes,
to 500 degrees or more as needed.
On account of the insulation of the
oven walls, it is a good flreles
cooker, retaining heat after current is turned off. This results In
maximum economy and efficiency.
There are three top cooking discs:
under the discs are the switches
and fuses easily accessible from
the front. An outlet receptacle for
attaching electrlo Iron Is also
found on this end. Both electric
and coal oven doors are equipped
with heat indicators.
A handsome
one-ha-

new

range

lf

P0RTALES TO BUILD
MODERN HIGH SCHOOL
Portales. N.

M.. Nov.

13.

The

$80,000 bonds which the Portales
district No. 1 voted on for the purpose of erecting a new high school
building have been satisfactorily
sold to parties In Denver, Colorado.
At a recent meeting of the school
board the location for the new high
school building was selected. This
district has a school section,
goodly part of which lies within
the corporation limit, in the eastern
part of town and twenty acres more
or less will be used for school purSeveral acres will be used
poses.
for agricultural purposes, also several acres for athletic ground and
a large school yard. The school
will be located four
building
squares from the court house, and
one square from the Ozark Trails
road, and in full view of the rail
road.
Several architects and contract
ors have been here from different
states during the past week, con
ferring with the school board as to
plans and specifications, but the
contract has not been let at this
time as the school board is deter
mined to secure the very best build
ing possible for the money avail
able, and before the 1922 term of
school opens Portales will have a
modern high school building, and
the congested
condition
of the
school which now exists will be rehave
also
will
and
Portales
lieved,
an auditorium capable of caring for
any public gathering which may
be held in the town.

When American homes secured
their light from candles and sperm
oil, the annual cost was about $22,
for the light of five candles, five
hours each night. Kerosene, a little later, afforded 50 per cent more
light at the same cost.
At the present time, the average
home requires eighteen times as
much light as a century ago and
the cost per unit is about what It
was then. For one cent In the
average American community, we
now purchase enough electricity to
operate a stxteen-candl- e
power
lamp for five hours. Enough electo
an
do
a
for
tricity
ironing
small family with an electrlo iron
It is planned in Washington to
now costs 10 cents.
museum the
maki the National
most valuable, and the collection
Quebec has two women voters the most complete, world war mu
to every man.
seum In existence.

v.

In The Home

Page-Electrici- ty
FURNITURE
EQUIPPED
WITH ELECTRICITY
IS
LATEST HOME LUXURY

C

KINK S FOR THE

HOUSEKEEPER
Some new coffee urns and percolators have a safety fuse plug
screwed in the bottom. In case the
liquid bolls away the plug melts,
breaks the circuit and protects the
percolator from Injury.
There are percolators and urns
that have a patented pumping system which circulates water six to
eight times faster than other percolators. The water is pumped
through a center tube and showered over a perforated plate through
which it seeps, saturates the coffee
grains and drips into the continuous stream of circulating liquid.
The pump quickens Its speed with
heat. Strength and
Increasing
color are added to the coffee with
each round of circulation. It is
full flavored, clear and ready for
the cup before it holls.
By the use of a "reversiblo" electric toaster, bread may be toasted
a crisp, golden brown without being
touched by the fingers. The break-racswing open like doors and
reverse by a slight touch of the
finger. Tho toast cannot fall out.
One of the distinctive features of
the reversible toaster Is that the
bread is held close to the heating
unit and, therefore, requires little
more than half of the current used
by other toasters.
Delicious, thick, crisp waffles
may be an every day event when
you own an electric wafflo Iron.
They are made right at the table
and served piping hot. When waffles are made the electrlo way there
is no smoke nor odor such as accompanies tho making of waffles
over the gas flame. A popular waffle iron has an adjustable hinge
which allows the batter to rise, to
become thick and light; as the
grids of this iron stay very hot
even golden brown waffles, rich In
flavor, are made in less than two
minutes. It Is only necessary to see
that the grids are first thoroughly
heated, which takes about five
minutes; then as many waffles can
he made as desired, the grids
the same degree of heat.

Pa&e Five

Adapting electric sources of supply to furniture Is a recent development for further Increasing the
usefulness
of the furniture and
adding convenience to the modern
home.
A pair of electrically
lighted
candlesticks greatly enhances the
lieauty of the dining room buffet.
Hetween the pair Is placed the
electric percolator set. Every buffet should for such purposes have
at least two convenience outlets,
one right and one left. Illumination for both candle-lamp- s
can be

supplied from one of the outlets
and current for the preparation of
coffee, while the family dinner can
be taken from the other.
Almost as Indispensable as the
tea wagon at any afternoon social,
are the electrical outlets to whic
a samovar, chafing dish, toaster or
other appliance can bo attached
An electrically equipped tea wagon can be used in any room where
there Is an electric heating outlet
available. Duplex convenience out
lets provide service for the use of
two appliances at the same time.
The electric convenience outlet?
on the right at.d left of a serving
table in the dining room fulfill
many a useful purposo, for It ta
here that the maid can cook the
hot waffles for breakfast or toast

muffins for luncheon or concoct a
rarebit in "the electrio chafing dish
The kitchen table Is an Important work table In the modern
home and one that should be electrically equipped. Motor driven devices such as the electrlo whip-a- ll
will make the preparation of mayonnaise a matter of a few minutes
instead of many. The small polishing buffer will keep the household wares nice and shiny and the
knives keen and sharp. A special wall outlet at a convenient
height with a red bull's eye that
lights up when the current Is on, Is
one of the greatest conveniences of
the kitchen today.

IT IS WORTH
MONEY
Cut out this slip, enclose with Co
and mail it to Foley . Co., 2835
Sheffield vo., Chicago, 111., writing
your name and addt "is clearly.
You will receive in return a trial
package containing Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound for coughs,
colds and croup; Foley Kidney
Pills for pains in sides and back;
rheumatism, backache, kidney and
bladder ailment; and Foley Cathartic Tablets, a wholesome and
thoroughly cleansing cathartic for
constipation, biliousness, headaches
and sluggish bowels. Sold every
where.

Canada's loans to war veterans
total $80,000,000.

In Cochin China stale eggs are
much prof erred to fresh ones.

CUT THIS OCT

fr

Breakfast Prepared
at the Table

maln-tilnin-

Jacqueline Logan.
When this pretty picture of
Jacqueline Logan reached my desk

I wondered what excuse l could
find for showing it off. I had Just
about decided to tell you that she
deserved mention because she rose
from the chorus of the "Flora-dora- "
revival to a leading femlnlns
role in Goldwyn pictures when a
much more important notice was
whispered to me.
Misa Logan, it seems Is to follow in the footsteps of the former
"Floradora" sextette,
each
of
whom married a millionaire. Larry Fisher, a Chicago millionaire, is
reported engaged to Miss Logan,
and when questioned 'tis said
Jacqueline did not deny the report.
Miss Logan is at present playing
opposite Lon Chaney In the Goldwyn picture, "The Octave of

The young lady who Bhould
know best about It says she Is not
going to marry John Gilbert, who
stars in romnntfn nlnvn fni William
Fox. Lila Lee and Gilbert have
been great pals for a long time,
but the rumor of their approaching marriage that came out of Los
Angeles Is denied In most emphatic
ly by both Miss Lee and her mother. According to reports Lila Is
the most engaged young lady in
Hollywood.
Wallace Beery has been engaged
by Charles Bryant for the role of
Helmer in Madame Nazlmova's
forthcoming production of "A
Doll's House." which, with Oscar
Wilde's "Salome," will compose
Nazlmova's first repertoire film
for United Artists.

MEASLES
i

v ICRS
coia vouDies; nam nigouy

Vapo Rub

Over 1 7 Million Jan

Hot toast, pancakes, bacon and eggs, a few crispy fried potatoes
anything that can be cooked in an ordinary frying pan, can be cooked on
a Westinghouse Table Stove. Prepare your meals right at the table without disagreeable smoke and spattering grease.
Breakfast, lunch or dinner cooked at the table is more pleasantly

pre-

pared and much more enjoyable.

The first meal cooked on a Westinghouse Table Stove will convince you.
you listed your rooms for the Teacher' Convention?
If not, phone the Chamber of Commerce
43"

NOTICE-"H- ave

Investigate the
Electric
Federal
Washer. The machine of no regret:
,

T5J3UTW

Albuquerque Gas & Electric Co.
"At Your Service"

CO

T

Phone 98

I

3f

Anita Stewart and her husband
and business manager, Rudolph
Cameron, returned from their vacation at Bayshore. L. I., home
last week and are domiciled at the
Beverly Hills hotel.

obelisk of granite seventy feet
high is to be erected In Denmark
as a memorial to the many thousands of American and allied soli
diers Of Danish tlenant nrhn
the world war.
Of the 60,000 former army men
who have passed the civil
service
examinations. ns.7Kn ,,..
tailed for duty with the U. S. gov
ernment. Four thousand have a
reaay oecn liste dtor appoint
ment.

Opening Tomorrow Morning

at

9 O'clock

I

A Frenchman has invented
fabric for women's dresses fioi
tho leaves of the banana plant.

Rosenwald's Entire $400,000 Stock
Will Be Offered To The People of
Albuquerque and New Mexico For
Whatever It Will Bring For Cash

i

NEW LAMPS AT NEW LOW PRICES
Just Received a Large Shipment of

Boudoir and Table Lamps
in the New Styles

FIRE SALE

PRIZE
I One$15.00
Chance

for Each Person
$15 for the best trade mark
and emblem for our Dairy
Products. Contest closes 12

HOURS

o'clock

midnight. Nov. 20,
1921.- All contestants
must
accompany their suggestions
with a bottle cap of the
Albuquerque
Dairy Association. The board of directors to be the Judges.
FREE TO ALL
-

Never have we shown anything like theso so attractive and the prices are very reasonable.
"They are Ideal for Christmas."
A small deposit will reserve anything in stock until
Christmas.

NASH ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.
Phone 2

.

506 W. Central

Albuquerque
Dairy Ass'n.
Phone

351

a. m. to 12:30 noon.
2 p. m. to 6:30 p. m.
9

TOMORROW
EVERY DAY

These few conditions must govern all purchases
CASH ONLY-- NO

APPROVALS
EXCHANGES OR REFUNDS
DELIVERIES-N- O

NO MAIL OR TELEPHONE ORDERS
Secure Entrance Tickets at Central Avenue Doors.
To Prevent Crowding and Expedite Services, Only 500
People Will be Admitted to the Store at Any One Time.

THERE ARE NO
LIMITS
as to quantity from any line
to any purchaser.
Prices the same regardless
of quantity.
Merchants may meet members of the firm by appointment at any time during
business hours.
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GRAND CAPITAL PRIZE

IN FRIZES
Including Five 1922 Model
Automobiles Free

4

1
1922 MODEL STUDEBAKER SIX SEDAN, VALUE $2,295.
STUDEBAKER TOURING
OR WINNER MAY SELECT BIG "6"
PURCHASED FROM AND ON DISPLAY AT

--

in
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COOPER MOTOR C O., Albuquerque, N. M.
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The Albuquerque Morning Journal is announcing a
tremendous gift distribution which it was hoped would
help to collect up arrearages and subscription accounts
and possibly secure more readers to this paper.
In planning this advertising event, The Journal has
tried not to be "cheap" a glance at the prize list will
verify this statement. Over five times as much money
has been appropriated for distribution as is usual in
towns of this size.

Think of it, Eight Thousand of dollars, is to
be distributed in a few short weeks to those who participate in their spare moments.
The response today the lack of interest and effort is
pitiful. Few persons have entered their names and
even fewer have even attempted to secure a subscription
or a renewal.
Easily more subscriptions have been paid at the office,
since the campaign was announced, by subscribers themselves in the regular course of business than most of
the participants have brought in.
Now, The Journal is going through with this proposi$8,000

tion.

The five big automobiles and the hundreds of dollars in
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gold and silver are going to be given away just as announced. The Journal, in its existence never has nor
never will back down on a proposition or a promise.
BUT It would seem that more people, who are just
as live as people in other communities, just as wide
awake, certainly just as intelligent, would realize the
opportunity for profit before it is too late.

Furthermore, The Journal does feel that its readers
should be willing to do more than collect a few coupons
and sit back with hands folded in1 return for the big
gifts they will receive.
This is the last call the few names that have been entered will soon be published and the distribution or
prizes will be made and this mammoth event will rapidly pass into history.
If you are alive, if you have the least spark of business
judgment the least ambition to better yourself financially and add to your present income get in your
name. Show a little action and make more money in
your spare moments than most people make in a year.
we'll
You'll never again have such an opportunity
offer
wager you that. Never again will a newspaper
such awards.

YOUR OP
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SECOND CAPITAL PRIZE

1922 MODEL

Vs

CAR

STUDEBAKER

LIGHT

"6" TOURING CAR, WIRE WHEEL EQUIPMENT, VALUE $1450

Purchased From and on Display at COOPER MOTOR CO.
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BOOK ENDS

A Child's

E

One of the Juvenile "best sellers"
in a New York book store is the
ll
"Orphant Annie
The text illustraStory Book."
Imports and Exports Soar-r- i tions are by Johnnie Gruelle, the
The
"Raggedy Ann."
ed During October As author ofAnnie
stories are told the
Orphant
r, children with
;
With
Septem-beCompared
nearly sixty pictures
in full color. "John Martin's
According to Reports Book for Little Folk," No. 5,Big
Is
another popular volume. It conIBy The Aflftoclntvd
tains no end of
fairies and
"'"Washington, Nov. 13. Both ex- animals, with a poems,
picture on every
ports and imports increased during page, merry instructive and
October as compared with September the former by 121,000,000 and
the latter by $4,000,000, according
A new edition of the increasingly
to the monthly report issued to"Boy Scout Handbook"
popular
commerce
the
department.
night by
just been published by the
The foreign trade resulted in a has
Boy Scouts of America, More than
favorable trade balance of
1,600,000 copies have been sold
the country, with the
Exports during October aggre- throughout
demand becoming more and more
gated $346,000,000 against$751,000,-00- 0 active. In its new edition it conin September and
In October, 1920, while imports tains added information for Scouts
by experts in woodcraft, wild life,
totaled $183,000,000 against
Another
In September and $333,000,-00- 0 signaling and campcraft.
the
popular book in this list is conin October, 1920.
- For
the ten months ended with "1922 Boy Scout Diary" which
tains, besides the diary dates, the
October, exports amounted to
g
with
signals
telegraph code,
compared
such information needed by
and
the
correspondduring
ing period of 1920 and im- active scouts.
$2,055,000,000.
ports aggregating
the ageless golden clasagainst $4,691,000,000 1920.during the sicsAmong
is a splendid new edition of
same ten months of
Gold asports for October totaled "Robin Hood" by Paul Creswick,
the highest of any illustrated in color by N. C. Wyeth.
$7,576,000,
month this year, while imports de-of Mr, Wyeth has caught and put into
his pictures the very spirit of the
$47,0 0,000, a
aggregated
gold
crease of $19,000,000 from Septemopen country and the men who
ber receipts.
peopled its highways and byways.
with
ended
ten
months
Another
For the
great classic put into holOctober gold exports totaled $21,- - iday dress in "The Swiss Family
'000,000 while Imports aggregated Robinson" (Harper) ilustrated by
Sliver exports for the Louis Rhead.
$609,000,000.
month aggregated $4,782,000. while
Is a
imports amounted to $7,509,000 and
"Everychlld"
(Scribners)
for the ten months ended with Oc- little lad whose parents do not
aggregated
tober silver exports
give him what he considers his due
$39,000,000 against imports of
amount of sympathy and scarcely has he come to realize this than
he finds himself in the thick of a
series of adventures wherein he enFORMER RULER KARL
counters the giant Fear, whom he
overthrows.
As he proceeds, he
AND WIFE EN ROUTE
meets Cinderella,
Aladdin, Jack
ISLAND
MADEIRA
TO
Ujo Giant Killer and other
Bobbs-Merrl-

?163,-000,00- 0.

$325,-000,0-

$179,-000,0-

wig-wa-

(lljr The Awnrlnled I'rfM.l

Nov. 13. The
Constantinople.
British light rrulser Cardiff, bearing former Emperor Charles of
Austria Hungary and wife Zlta to
their exile in the Island of Madeira,
left today.

With

Howard Fyle's Book of Pirates,
(Harper's.)
Howard Pyle has again appeared
from the presses of Harper, His best
pirate stories have been collected
and edited by Merle Johnson, who
also succeeded in getting some of
the author's charming illustrations
to go with the tales. The collection
is one of the best posthumous compilations I have ever seen.
Annie Carroll
Moore, In the
"Bookman" for November, wrote:
"First and foremost, choose Howard Pyles's "Book of Pirates," for
which we owe a debt of gratitude to
Merle Johnson, who has brought
together these pirate pictures and
text, scattered through various
books and periodicals. The typography and makeup of this book are
a triumph of publishing in hard
times and the cost is not prohibitive for
public
library reading
rooms."
The illustrations add much to
the text. Swaggering blackboards,
with gory skirts and buff boots;
defiant mustachios and scrambling
brows; a gleam from an occasional
g
of dull gold; a gallant villain wooing a captive princess over
the polished taffrail of his gilded
galleon rail drawn with a richness
and beauty of detail and color
which appeal not only to serious
young literati in rompers, but also
to their fathers and mothers and
aunts.
Children should be allowed to
read anything, practically, so long
as it Is literature, and not commer
cially written drivel. A good booK
can not hurt a child. Some things
which they do not know, and which
various people think they should
not know, the dear little kiddles
will find out anyway, and from
pitiful, cheap books. Therefore
allow them to read and enjoy the
best things.
P. O. H.
ear-rin-

Inquest into death
to be resumed today

Recent additions to the children's
department of the ptiblio library
have been made possible through
a gift of the D. A. R. chapter and
through several private donation.
xne D. A. R.'g gave the library
check for $35. Some of the books
purchased with this money for chil
dren's reading follow in brief re
view:
Animal Book for Children, by
mormon W, Hiirgess.
Peter Rabbit had always sup
posed that his cousin, Jumper, the
Hare, was the only near relative
no possessed.
When Jenny Wren
mentioned a cousin of his In the
sunny south who was almost
fond of the water as Jerry Muskrat,
i'eter rerused to believe it, for you
know he hates the water himself.
But when he hunted up old Mother
Nature and she had said it wan
true, Peter became possessed of a
great desire to know all about his
own family, and the families of his
d
neighbors.' Bo it came
about that every morning Just at
sun-u- p
old Mother Nature taught
school In the green foreet, Every
child will delight in going to school
to old Mother Nature with Peter
Rabbit and his friends.

".'"U
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Mint leaf, peppermint or luscious Juicy fruit, either
flavor is a treat. for your

sweet tooth.

L

And ail are equally good for
you. Teeth, appetite and
digestion all benefit.

your nerves will say "thank
you. your vim will respond.
WRICLEY'SIs liked for what

It does as well as for Its BIG
value at the small cost of 5c

r"7

that stays fresh indefinitely even
without ice.

These are some of the reasons why
cakes made with Crisco are not only
remarkably light and delicious, but

Bird Book for Children, by
mormon w. Burgess.
This new bird book Is written In
the personal-narrativ- e
style of the

Try Crisco in this recipe

Bedtime Stories. Every page teems
with interesting facts in bird lore,
so deftly inserted in the story that
their presence there Is a Joy. There
is no formal descriptive matter.

H

1

1

tcaspoonful ginger

Fruit jelly
cupful cream.whipped
2 tablespoonfult sugar

l'i cupfuls pastry flour

Order a package of Crisco today and
watch how this superior cooking fat
improves all your cooking.

1

tcaspoonful soda

I

Beat the Crisco to t cream and gradually beat
in the sugar and molasses. Sift together the
flour, toda, salt, cinnamon and ginger and add
to the first mixture alternately, with the sour
milk. Beat together thoroughly.
Bake in two
layer-cak- e
pans. Put the layers together with
jelly between, and spread the cream whipped
and mixed with the

sugar

on to

RISGO

ml

Chopped nuts may
be sprinkled over tl;
cream.

- fbrFryincf-Fo-

For..

OPEN SESS

r
Cak

Siorienny
v'
Makinj

38
The Procter

This book will help you avoid failures
in cake making

tt Gamble Co.,
Dept. of Home Eco
Complete directions for mixing and baking rich, toothnomics, Cincinnati, Ohio.
some cakes by Janet McKenzie Hill, founder of the
Please send postpaid, "The
Boston Cooking School. Also scores of her exWhys of Cooking." I enclose 10c
clusive recipes. Each copy costs 26c to
in stamps.
print. You may have a copy by sendi in.
Name
uig iuujvu aim lut in stamps.

?
?

?
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Address.

.State.

P. O..

Of CONFERENCE
two cities were selected
from
Idaho Senator, in New York PRESIDENT HARDING
EDITORS TO MEET IN
The
contenders.
DeAdvocates
A
ATTENDS
SPECIAL
dates
will
fixed
be
MONTANA,
MISSOULA,
later.
Speech,
In
The
recommended
committee
RELIGIOUS SERVICE
struction of All BattleAND SALT LAKE CITY a resolution that a
government publicity bureau be esships and Submarines.
(By Th. AMoclattd rni.)
Chicago, Nov. 1J. The execu- tablished
the senate to act as a

gCALJNOTlCE

twenty-seve- n

(Br The Asunrlnted TttM.)

VIEW AMERICAN

ta'.-.-'- u

Anglo-Japane-

stub-borne-

seven--

1

teaspoonful salt
(scant)
teaspoonful cinnamon

DEMANDS

PARIS EDITORS

gam.

H

(thict)

mystery.

Tho Children's Book, by Horace
E. Scndder, Flitor.
This book is a collection of the
most beloved fairy stories ever written for children of all ages.

stay fresh unusually long.

SPICED GINGER LAYER CAKE

yi cupful Crisco
H cupful sugar
J cupful molasses
1
cupful lour milk

and Mechanics for
Carpentry
Boys, by A. Noely Hall.
This bonk contains lnetructlons
for building model airplanes, battleships, submarines, forts and ma
chine guns, as well as mechanical
toys and gifts for the household
playground and camp.

New York, Nov. 13. Senator
William E. Borah, of Idaho, admass
dressing a disarmament
meeting declared that the propofor
the
of
sal
Secretary Hughes
limitation of naval armaments by
Great Britain,
Japan and the
United States, was "a magnificent
beginning, but only a beginning."
He emphasized,
however, that
the proposal had not yet been accontinued
cepted and advocated
agitation for open sessions of the
arms conference In Washington to
afford opportunity for fixing responsibility for its acceptance or
rejection.
The power of publio opinion.
Senator Borah said, was the only
power that could bring about disarmament or any effective limitation of armament. He said he favored Secretary Hughes' proposal
because he believed the naval rivalry between Great Britain, Japan and the United States which,
he asserted were building great
navies against each other, constituted the greatest Immediate
menace to the peace of the world,
and predicted war between the
United States and Japan within a
few years unless the proposal was
adopted.
Senator Borah advocated
the
destruction of all battleships and
or every submarine, which he con
demned as a weapon unfit for civ
ilized warrare,
"I am not so mueh concerned,'
said Senator Borah, "with the oub
Ho session at the opening of the
conference as with an open session
at tne close, is there eny reason
why
Hughes' proposal
PLAN FAVORABLY anon idSecretary
not be discussed In nubile
is tnere any nation which wants
to stand out against the opinion of
7 There Is not a nation
mankind
Associated
Th.
(By
Fr.as.)
that can do so in the open end let
Paris, Nov. 13. Dispatches out the brand of Cain
be
upon It.
lining developments at the opening u me aoor is closed, put
it will be a
of the Washington conference take blow at the cause
of peace and
first place In local newspapers' to
day. Newspaper comment Is gen
to
secret meetings
the
Referring
erally favorable.
of the
conference at Parle
"The conference convened with during peace
he said, the code
the formal Intention of reaching Presidentwhich,
Wilson took there was
positive results." is the trend of smashed and every one of the
the editorials. Communist news fourteen points lost by trading, he
papers insist that a "bourgeois' added:
can "never achieve
conference
"Do not forget that the com
peace."
mendation that greeted the proma's
Ideal
President Hard
liieh
posals of Mr, Wilson surpassed the
Ism is termed by the Petit Parlslen commendations
have greeted
as "a ray of sunlight coming to re- the proposals ofthat
Mr. Hughes."
kindle the heart of our people, so
Senator Borah then attacked
'secret diplomacy" as the cause of
greatly touched by the war."
The Figaro dec area the friend many wars and offered a suggesship of America always has been tion for amending the constitution
to provide for a referendum on
Infinitely precious to France.
The Journal, while aDDrovin the war. Instead of entrusting the deAmerican proposals, says that the cision to a Bmall group of officials.
I think we achieved yesterday
problem confronting the conference In this respect Is the attitude at Washington a, very great victory
to ha
on
behalf of disarmament and
by Japan.
The Washington conference com peace," said Senator Borah In be
menced with "a dramatlo surprise," ginning his speech, "but we shall
says the Temps, which calls Mr. make a great mistake If we assume
Hughes' plan "at the same time that our work is now finished and
definite and grand."
that the rest of the task can be left
The Journal Dee Debats says the to th. gentlemen now convened at
Hughes plan involves abrogation of Washington."
the
alliance, "We
Eskimos have five full meals a
understand the Americans'
on this question," snys the day.
newspaper, "but .we beg of them
to reflect that the official rupture
of this pact would merely give them
The Book Emporium of
the appearance of satisfaction.

Owners of th. St. Louis Cardin
als are opposed to Judge Landls'
suggestion for a return to the
world series. Many other
magnates can't see the need of
Gutting the big scries.

ft

four-foote-

"Electro-Radlo-graph-
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by using a cooking' fat that never
varies in quality, that has neither
taste nor odor, that is 100 rich, and

Handicraft for Handy Boys, by
THIS IS CHILDREN'S
A Neely Hnll.
A book for boys who want the
BOOK WEEK ALL OVER
latest ideas
things,
THE UNITED STATES practical plansforformaking
making money,
new suggestions for games and
book sports, novelties for school and
Throughout the count
dealers, librarians and teachers are home entertainments.
emphasizing during the present
week the need for the education of
The Green Forest, by Katherlnc
children with good books and more rylo.
chilthe
of them.
that
The story Is full of pretty, deliRealizing
dren of today are the readers of cate fancies, pleasingly told with
the future the National Association the right spirit of fairy magic and
of Book Publishers is

l's

-

Take most of the uncertainty
out of cake making

'
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AT THE LIBRARY

Book, Well Done, ami
Swaggering Pictures

Aline Kilmer, whose new book
of poems, "Vigils" (Doran)
can
now be had in the bookstore, lives
in Larchmont, N. Y., with her
four children. For a while there
was also a police dog in the family but after Mrs. Kilmer had twice
been hailed to court because of
spending
neighbor's complaints, she gave up thousands of dollars in children's
In despair and presented the dog to bonk propaganda.
l
Local book shops are showing
the judge.
particularly attractive displays of
(By Ttie Anooclatrd "rcM.)
"The Girls," Edna Ferber's new children's books. The libraries of
Denver, Colo., Nov. 13. The
city and the state university
coroner's inquest into the death novel of Chicago, which Double-da- the
are displaying posters of illustrathere last Tuesday night. of Edward
Page & Co., published recentbook week and sevchildren's
F. McCool, wealthy manufacturer ly, met such a flattering recep- ing
are also
eral schools In trie
of Cleveland, O., who was found tion with the book sellers that the showing book posters.city These are
dead in a hotel, will be resumed publishers found it necessary to delightful color
a Jessie
of
prints
print two new editions to fill the Wilcox Smith picture
tomorrow,
of children
h Meanwhile
the district attor records that came in before pub- with their beloved
volumes.
ney's office is Investigating tho lication. A copy of this book has
There is probably more careless
been received bv the Journal and
alleged incldonts preceding
of
juvenile books than of
death. Testimony intro- will be reviewed in the "Book buying
any of the class of books. Grownduced at the inquest yesterday in- - Corner" at an early date.
ups are prone to choose solely by
tended to show a consniracv to
the titles familiar to them and to
murder with robbery as the mo- - COMMITTEE OF 48 TO
buy new ones by a rough guess
on the cheapness of cost and
PUT TICKETS IN FIELD based
Some really
i.The city chemist's report that
catchlness of titles.
denatured alcohol was found in
excellent
Juvenile books are on the
"
Tnnrkfit nnd should be given chil
the dead man's stomach was read mitta r,p 4nJfiJui 'in i
.SV:
dr7n only after careful selection
at the inquest. Physicians testified
McCool was a victim of poisonous tickets in congressional districts of The children's book week coming
liquor.
central and western states for the as It does Just before the orholidays
literaRepresentatives of McCool's fall .elections of 1922. Its plans should result in ncn gutsunder
the
family here from Cleveland said for the organization of a new party ture for the kiddies
thorthis
tree
a
year.
were announced today by the na- Christmas
today they would demand
ough investigation into the cir- tional chairman, J. A. H. Hopkins.
cumstances surrounding McCool's
A series of conferences to bring
RApIrOF THIS
death.
about alignment of the states on a H. R.
common platform,
Mr. Hopkins
CITY IS AUTHOR OF
Mrs. Llge Cagle, aged 75, a wid- said, are to be held this month and
NEW SCIENTIFIC BOOK
ow of Polk county, Ark., took her during December in a number of
first railroad ride recently when states, including Montana, Idaho,
Colorado and Nebraska.
Dr. Howard R. Raper, of this
she visited her son in Colorado.
book
city, has published another
pertaining to the science of dentistry. The name of the book,
which is from the presses of C. V.
Mosby, St. Louis, is
Diagnosis."
Dr. Raper is a scientist of national repute, and his books are
regarded hv other men of his pro
fesslon as reliable authorities. His
other book Is "Elemental and Den- which was pub
tal.Radlography,"
'5
Hubert noma time aeo.
1
A foreword of the later book
says: "Nothing Is more worthless
no
than an incorrect diagnosis, end
matter how well the wrong treatment Is applied. It remains the
First of all,
wrong treatment
then, make a correct diagnosis."
All of which is quite obvious, and
in his book, Raper tells how to accomplish that latter diagnosis.
Dr. Raner was formerly profeS'
AFTER EVERV MEAL
V
sor of Radiodontla, Materia Medica
and Onerat ve Technic, ara junior
Dean, Indiana Dental college.

ill

0''.c.-c-.-.o

Book Corner About Writers and New Volumes

ilE

Page Seven

the Southwest

We furnish any kind of a Book
obtainable through the trade,
that we do not have in stock,
at publisher' price.

Strong's Book Store

Washington, Nov. 13. President
Harding today attended a special
religious service at Washington
cathedral, commemorating the
conference. The service was
oonducted by Bishop T. F. Gailor,
of the Episcopal church.
A. J.
Balfour and Sir Robert Borden, of
the British delegation and many
officials and participants in the
conference were present.
Tho bishop's text was from St.
John, fourteenth chapter and
twenty-sevent- h
verse: "My peace
I give unto you
not as the world
giveth."
"A nation owes tho same service
to the world that the individual
owes to the community," he said,
Christian peo"and if
ples have failed to heed the reai
appeal of Christianity for peace- -it
Is because they are not really
Christians."
arm-ame-

nt

CHILEAN NEWSPAPERS
DEVOTE MUCH SPACE
TO ARMS CONFERENCE
Santiago, Chile, Nov. 1 3. The
Chilean newspapers devote much
space to the opening of the Washington conference. La Naclon declares It to be an admitted fait
that President Harding's ideal of
the limitation of armaments cannot be considered except at the
price of a definite and satisfactory
settlement of International differences existing on the Pacific.
El Mercurio eays that President
Harding's Idea received universal

approbation.

WAGE CONFEKEXCE.
Denver, Colo.. Nov. 13. Officials
of the Colorado Fuel and Iron company returned to Denver tonight
after holding conferences In Trinidad regarding proposed wage reductions of coal miners in the
southern fields of the state. No
announcement
was forthcoming.
President J. F. Welborn announced
another meeting of the company
officials would be held In Denver
Monday or Tuesday night.

FREE

tive committee of the National Editorial association
today selected
Missoula, Mont., and Salt
Lake
City, as the places for holding the
1922 annual convention next July.
Sessions are to be held In both cities and a twenty-on- e
day tour of
western Montana, northern Utah
and the Yellowstone park will be
made between the meetings. The

Children's Book
Week

Mr.

or

Administratrix.'

Dated October 21st, 1921.

Journal want ads get results

IWf
Bulck Touring Car, In
buquerque, $1,150.00.

Buick Motor Cars are built fundamentally to render
an uninterrupted transportation service to their
owners.

CREDITS

COUPOII

CLUB

iumi

IgroTn

100
I Credits

this end the Buick Motor Company has organized a chain of Authorized Buick Service" Stations
which extends from coast to coast and from Maine
to California. The McCollough-Buic- k
Company Is
an Authorized Buick Service Station. Here Buick
trained mechanics render service on Buick cars
only, eliminating all experimenting, and very materially cutting down service expense.
This is but another advantage of driving a Buick
car
To

Regular equipment includes Cord
Tires and Alemite Grease System.

Mrs...,....,.,.,,.,.

Address........

.-

Al-

FOUNDED FOR
UNINTERRUPTED
TRANSPORTATION

r "Tour Money Back If Tou
Want It,"

I HEREBY CAST 100 FKEH CREDITS FOR
Miss,

BakkMsMM

STRONG'S BOOK
STORE

SALESMANSHIP

Credits

HUSBAND AND WIFE WRITE
Mr. and Mrs. James Carson, Columbus, N. M., sign a letter saying.
"We have both concluded Wa shall
never be without Foley Cathartic
Tablets and we believe them to be
essential to good health." They
keep the stomach sweet, liver active and bowels regular. They banish constipation, indigestion, biliousness, sick headache, bloating,
sour stomach, gas on stomach bad
breath, coated tongue. Not habit
forming. Sold everywhere.

We stock all the best standards In Children's Books. This
year's stock is the best In the
type and illustrations that has
ever been published. The best
sellers are the Alcott books,
the Pepper books, the Oz books.
The Little Colonel series, the
Elsie books, Mother West Wind
series, Billy Whisker series.
Mary Frances books, Burgess'
Bed Time series, Tom Swift
series, Boky Twin series, Boy
Scout series, peter Rabbit series,
Adventure
Biographies,
books and nature books.
Look over our stock and make
your selections for the holidays

Good for 100 Credits in
The Albuquerque Journal

100

by
clearing house for all news material sent out by the government
bureaus with a view to having the
matter prepared so It would conform to newspaper needs.

ADMINISTRATRIX'S NOTICE.
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, New Mexico.
In the Matter of the . Estate of
Ulysse Julius Ledger, Deceased.
Notice is hereby given that the
undersignel was, on tho 20th day
of October, 1921, duly appointed
Administratrix of the estate of
Ulysse Julius Ledger, deceased, by
the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, and having qualified as
such Administratrix,
all persons
having claims against the estate of
said decedent are hereby notified
and required to present the same
to the tinderslgr ?d in the manner
and within the time prescribed by
law.
DIXIE LIPE LEDGER,

,

uist.

No.,

This coupon, neatly clipped out, nama and address of tho
candidate filled In, and mailed or delivered to the Campaign
Department of The Morning Journal, will count as 100 FREE!
CREDITS. It does not cost anything to cast these Coupons
for your favorite candidate, and you are not restricted In any
sense in voting them. Get all you can and send them In
they all count.
This coupon must bo polled before 9 p. m., Tuesday, Not. 22.

McCollough-Buic-

C. E. ODEN, Prop.

Fifth and Gold

Co.

k

Phone 1200

When Better Automobiles Are
Built Buick Will Build Them.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

Albuquerque Morning Journal
NEWSPAPER
Published By
PCBIJSHINQ COMPANY

D. A. MACPHaSKSON,
rot

D. A. M ACPH E KSON
CARL C. MAOEE

Bunnese

r

r

Msnhuvi

"

THEY'D HURRY UP AND DISARM SO WE COULD GET SOME OF THOSE
EXPERT MARKSMEN BACK INTO INDUSTRIAL LINES.

"Star-Spangl-

AN INDEPENDENT

JOURNAL
CARL C. MAOEE.
President.

land and we have not many shrines reminding us WE WISH
of momentous events. Perhaps the writing of the
Banner" should not be classed In
importance with Lincoln's Gettysburg speech, but
since It Is tho accepted national anthem would It
not be proper to preserve the setting in which it
was conceived.

November
j

Crabbscrawlings
WHAT IS THE MATTER, WITH
ALBUQUERQUE?
Everybody is asking what is the
matter with the Chamber of Commerce as if that body were an animate thing which tnought, plunned
and executed for itself.

Edltor-ln-Chl-

KEPKB6ENTAT1VES
C. J. ANDERSON.... Marquette Bids.. Chicago. II
RALPH R. Ml'IXlOAN, .48 E. 42J8t.. New Torfc
Entered as second-clas- s
matter at the postofflce
of Albuquerque, N. M., under act of Congress of
March 17. 1879.
TEKMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by carrier or by mall, one month, ISe
yearly. In advanee.t9.00.
"Tba Morning Journal has a higher circulation
rating than Is accorded to any other paper In New
The American
Mexico.
Newspaper Directory
The only paper In New Mexico Issued every day
in the year.
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.
The Associated Press Is exclusively entitled to
the use. for
of all news credited to
It or not otherwise credited In this paper and also
news
the local
publlsnec herein.
MONDAY.
vomber 14, 1921

KEKP IT MOVING.

ACTIOX.
Action, not words, Is the course proposed by the
United States to the arms conference in Washington. Preliminaries were few and were wholely devoid of the fuss and feathers usually attendant upon
International conferences of moment.
In this Instance the chaplain offered a prayer,
the presldont gave a short speech of welcome,
chairman was 'elected, committees were appointed
and Secretary Hughes made' a definite, concrete
proposal of what' England, Japan and the Unite!
States ought to do to decrease armament. This,
session.
on the first day and in a two-hoUnder his proposal 1,800,000 tons of capital
ships would cease building, of if built, be sent to
the bottom of the sea by these three great powers.
de
Lesser war craft would be proportionately
naval
would take a
creased.
holiday.
If this program were adopted It would make a
substantial start toward world peace and would
mightily lift the burdens of armament from tho
peoples of the earth.
It is too much to hope that this suggestion
There Is so much of
will be promptly accepted.
Intrigue among leaders and so many national sus'
plclons and national ambitions among peoples, that
time will be required for the reconcilation of dlf
ferencos.
Tho economic condition of the world and the
open wounds of war, are Secretary Hughes great
allies. We can not go on as we have been doing,
n competitive armaments. A halt must be called.
If we fail now, we may be
Now is the chance.
delayed for years.
The United State Is ready to do Its full share.
WV can not ask, and do not ask, of others whr.l
we are unwilling to do ourselves. We are all hop
ing and praying.

There is nothing to criticize about the present
activity of the board of directors of the chamber
of commerce, looking toward reorganization.
All
that is desired is that the matter bo kept moving.
No long delays aro desirable.
Meanwhile we should all search our own hearts
and see if we are ready to take hold loyally and
do our part unselfishly to help the common cause.
We quite agree that recriminations
are undesirable. No one should be antagonized.
All the
conflicting interests in private business should bo
brought together and harmonized In energetic
effort.
The situation in Albuquerquo never was so hopeful. It begins to look as though a long pull and
a strong pull In unison Is about to occur.
T. B. Crabb devotes regular Monday morning
column on this page to an analysis of conditions
This man has had great experience In organization
work. He is here because his health demands It.
Put his head is working. We publish his article
as his contribution to the discussion. Read it and
The delegations to Washington may think a pol
then talk back if you wish. Our columns aro open icy of disarmament bad practice, but they can bo
to you.
assured that to refuse It Is bad politics.
LEND A "IAN I).
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In minds too young for enmity
There lies the way to make men free.
When children's friendships are world-wid- e
New ages will be glorified.
I,et child love child, and wars will cease;
Disarm the hearts, for that Is Peace.
Ethel Blair Jordan.
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The reorganization is being at
exactly the same
minds directing it that allowed
Such efforts usually
the decay.
result in second failures even moro
disastrous than the first in that it
destroys what little enthusiasm
there was left after the first ruin.
Those who are advocating econ
omy In this reorganization would do
well to remember that it is economy
to hiro men who have proven tneir
ability to get results.
In their own businesses these
men would do this, and probably
boast of tho amount they were paying the expert, but the Chamber of
Commerceis everybody's business.
There is nothing truer that "what
business is nobody's

is everybody's

business."

For Little Ones
By Howard
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I have heard of four families,
not persons, but families, who have
from Albuquerque
moved away
within the past few weeks because
first-claa
there wasn't
place of
amusement in the town.
I have never heard even the
slightest word said in defense of
the places of amusement which wo
tolerate, yet no Improvement is
made.
ss

Is there a merchant's credit association here? And if there is,
what is the matter with it?
Why am I told by old residents
that it is foolish to pay my bills
promptly when all the merchants
expect to wait sixty, ninety, or
even 120 days for their money, and
make their prices accordingly?

Is that a healthy condition? Is
to good business and
Why tax those of us
who do pay our bills for the sins
of those who don't?
Aren't the merchants strong
enough to overcome this evil among
themselves and for which they alone
It conducive
low prices?

Barton, N. M who, on December
mode Homestead entry, No.
r
WH Wii SW
NW,Section
Nfc'4. ana K'i SW,
X3. Town-hi- p
J N., Range 6 B N. M. P. Meridian,
liae filed notice of intention to make
iiree-yeproof, to establish claim to
tho land above described. befoTe the tj.
8. Commissioner, at
N.
on the 19th day of Albuquerque,1121. M.,
December,
Claimant names ns witnesses:
William McOulnness, of TUeraa, N. M. : Jesus
Maria Garcia, of Barton, N. M.: Demeat-r- o
of TIJeras, N. M.; Solom,
McGulnness,
Chavez, of Morlarty. N. M.
N. M. BKROKRB.
Register.
1315,
OZ.,328,

to

NOTICE
rk:niTrtRs
The stock of merchandise conof
sisting
Ladles', Children's and
Men's Heady to Wear, Furnishing
Goods, Boots, Shoes, etc., owned by
Messrs. Greenhut & Schneider or
better known as Ellas Department
Store, located at 115 South First
street, Albuquerque, N. M., has
been bought by Paul Becker and
Simon Hagenauer of Clifton, Arbj.
If there is any claim or debts
against said stock of merchandise
said claim must be filed with the
First Trust and Savings bank of
this city, as all papers are held In
escrow and in trust with said bank
and must be filed before November

are responsible?
19, 1921.
Every loss suffered by an In- PAUL BECKER.
an
indlor
a
community,
dustry,
SIHON HANENAUER,
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Our cook Nora rang the dinner
bell for supplr and me and ma
and my sister Gladdls went down
ferst and Nora brawt in a big plate
full pf stake, proving wat kind,
of meet wo was going to havo,
and ma started to carve it with,
the carving nlfe,
pushing like
enything and saying, My Goodniss,
that man has sent me tuff meet
agon, for mersey sake dont let on
to your father that you think its
not tender or his hole meel will
be spoiled.
Wich Jest then pop came in and
sat down, saying. Ah, stake, we
havent had a good Joocy tender
stake for a long wile and Im Jest
in the mood.
Heers a exter nice peece for you,-sema. And she put a peece on
pops plate and pop started to cut
it looking glad and keep on cut
ting it looking serprized, and ma
quick sed. I don't know wen I ate
a stake like this.
Well I know wen I did, and that
never, sed pop, and ma sed, Wy
Wlllyum, this stake cuts like but
1
tor.
If thats the case my rlst must
of suddenly
become parrlllyzed,'
sed pop, and ma sed, Sippose you
me
that peece back and try
give
another peoce.
Iso, eny animal that had this
ft
peece of meet on it couldent
had a tender spot or a kind feel- In
hole
its
sed
Ira
Ing
body,
pop.
glad I dldent know the brute in
his life time, thats all I can say;
It must of had a mizzerable nature.
Now Wlllyum I think youre
terrible, my peece Is simply elegant but youve Just gone
and spoiled it for me now, ,1
couldent toutch it after wat yoa
bin saying, sed ma.
i
Youve spoiled mine
too, sed.
Gladdls, and I sed, I dont think
111 eat mine
either, I could if X
wanted, tho. Wlch I could of,
ony it would ot bin too mutch
like werk.
I think peeple eat too mutch
meet enyway, sed ma, and pop
sed. Wy change the
subjeck? This
stuff izzent meet.
And he "kepp on tawking about
tuff meet all during supplr and
about a hour afterwards.

If the Chamber of Commerce
would do something to Instill alleinto the
giance to Albuquerque
hearts of the recently arrived, it
(PUBLISHER)
could accomplish wonders.
I
''
REPUBLICATION.
A healthseeker Is a visitor until DntiartmeM
ot the Interior, U. 8. Lute
a
he feels at home, and then he is
8anta F' N' M" Novemb"
He can't be a booster
resident.
Notice
until you give him reason to boost.
hereby given that Julln
of

Trade Mark Registered U. 8. Patent Office)
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A dispatch
from Sacramento,
under a late date, says:
Expenditures for road construction and maintenance in California
next year will total approximately
$18,500,000, according to an estimate submitted to the state board
of control by the State Highway
commission.
The prospective employment ct
labor in 1922 will be increased, it
is estimated, somewhere between
25 per cent and 50 per cent over
this year. The present employment of the commission totals
4,600 men, with prospects of 6,500
being employed before the year
is out.
Of the $18,600,000, it is estimated at least 70 per cent will go
for labor.
The sum will he derived as follows: $15,000,000 for the state
highway fund and $3,500,000 from
the motor vehicle fund. From January 1, 1921, to October 1, there
has been expended by the commission $5,500,000. A probable expenditure of $3,500,000 for the remainder of tho year is estimated,
thus giving $9,000,000 for the year
from this fund.
1
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Brother Waddlo my clapper," said
Woodie.
The two friends parted.
Uncla
was
Wiggily
along
skipping
through the dried leaves, which
now mado a thick carpet on the
floor of the woods. And the bunny rabbit was Just thinking that
perhaps he was not going to have
an adventure that day when, all
of a sudden, something long and
sharp and skinny reached out
through the bushes and grabbed
Mr. Longears by his coat tails.
"Ah, ha! Now I have you!"
cried a most unpleasant voice,
somewhat like onions, you know.
"Oh, who are you and what do
you want of me?" asked Uncle
Wiggily.
"I'm the Skillery Scallory Alligator, and I want to nibble your
ears!" was the growling answer.
"I'm going to nibble the left ear
In the christening of girl babies
first and then tho right and then " there has sprung up a vogue for
Alliof
a
oil
But,
sudden, the
English names, such
gator stopped pulling Uncle Wig as Joan, Nancy, Hilary and Peggy.

WX
NtttD
fcusl

You appoint committees to do
this, that, and the other thing.
Committees have killed more conthan they
structive movements
ever aided.
often nothing
A committee Is
more than an excuse to put somegily back into the bushes and the thing off.
'Gator cried:
"What's that?"
If the Chamber of Commerce
For, all at once there sounded would set its house in order and
through tho woods a sound like a keep it in order, it should hire a
drum being beaten
housekeeper who has had some exdubbity-dub!- "
perience with the broom.
saldiers
the
are
"Oh,
coming!
The soldiers are coming! This Is
Mr. McKee might be the greatest
no place for me!" cried the Alli- secretary in Christendom, but ungator, and, letting go of thn bun- less he has wise counsel, the fullof his principals,
ny's coat tails, off through the est
and is given a board of directors
woods ran the bad chap.
Then along the path came with broad vision with whom he
Woodie Chui k and his bark clap- can work and who will work with
him. he is seriously handicapped
per. He was going
and cramped in his endeavors,
dubbity-dub!- "
with It.
He is the working head of the
I left my school books here and
Nothing should be
I enme back after them!" Woodie organization.
done
without at least getting his
said.
"And I'm glad you did, and glad views on the matter.
that you brought your clapper
If this community, when, anticiback with you!" laughed Undo
an undertaking, would think
Wiggily. "Only for that the Alli- pating
the obstacles to be overcome
gator would bo nibbling my ears. less of
The sottnd of your clapper mads and more of the resources at hand
it
would
help amazingly.
him think some soldiers were coming and he ran away."
here in a
start
You
something
"I'm glad he did," said Woodie.
And then he went home with his civic way that effects all of our
drowned
is
and
the
thing
books and his clapper, and the citizens,
out by the cries ot "Oh, you can't
bunny, having had an adventure, do that
here! You don't know the
also went home. So that's the end native mind!"
of this story.
But If the wash tub doesn't hide
It the native will not work with
under the otove when the cake of you,
enter it on the minutes as
soap wants to tag it, I'll tell you
go on, regardless.
next about Uncle Wiggily and The native end
cannot stand in the way
Waddle's clover candy.
of progress.

CALIFORNIA TO HAVE
BIG ROAD FUND FOR
1922 CONSTRUCTION

(Copyright 1921 by George Matthew Adams
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Wondic Chuck, tho little animal
boy who was o'l his way to tho
hollow stump school, to recite h,n
lessons for the lady nmiiKe teacher
suddenly stopped us he saw, on
the path, two smooth pieces oi
bark.
"I can Vnako a dandy clapper
out nf those pieces ot bark," sjiicl
Woodie to himself, as ho picked
them out. "Just a dandy clapper
Is what I can make!
Oh, say!
This is a luf'ky day for mo!"
Woodie, whose other namo was
"Chuck," because he was an anior
mal called a woodchuck
groundhog, picked up the pieces o
bark and hurried to school.
The next thing that happened,
of which I need to tell you, was
that when Undo Wiggily was hopping along through the forest he
heard a loud noise,
suddenly
something like distant thunder.
"That's rather strange," spoke
the old rabbit gentleman to him
"It
self, cocking up both ears.
is too late in the ye..r for a thunder shower, with Thanksgiving day
only a little over a week away. I
wonder what that Is?"
Uncle Wiggily hopped on a little farther, and then he saw Woodie, the groundhog boy, sitting on
a log, banging together the two
pieces of bark, and making the
thunder racket noise.
"Oh, Woodie! What are you doing?" asked the bunny.
"Having fun!" answered Woodie. "I found these two pieces of
bark, Uncle Wlgglly," went on the
little groundhog boy, "and I made
a dandy clapper of them."
"So I see," spoke the bunny
"But you ought to be in
school."
"I know I ought," laughed
Woodie, "and I was there, but the
lady mouse teacher sent me
home."
"What for?" Uncle Wiggily
wanted to know.
"Because of this," and Woodie
shook his clapper. "I played with
it in school, made a loud noise
and everybody laughed; and then
the lady mouse said I'd better go
home if that's what I was going
to do. So here I am. I'm going
home pretty soon,"
"Oh, Woodie!" exclaimed Undo
Wiggily. "I'm afraid you're a bad
boy, to be sent homo from school
for playing your clapper!"
"Oh It didn't much matter," laughed Woodie, whistling through his
teeth, and making his clapper

JEk.
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Copyright. 1921. by McClure
Newspaper Syndicate.
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sound like a soldier's drum.
"It
will soon brt time for my brother
Wudilio ami, mi to leave school
anyhow. For wo take a long sleep
in our den during tho winter, you
know, Uncle Wiggily, and school.
ur us, is almost over."
"Oil, well then, I suppose it really doesn't much matter," admitted tho rabbit gentleman. "But, at
the iuimo time. It wasn't nice to
make trouhta for tho lady mouse
teacher.
Teachers,
you know,
Woodie, have lots of trouble with
out the pupils making more."
"I know,'1 said the groundhog
boy a bit sadly, "and I'm not oin
to do It n?aln! But I Just couldn't
Want
help clapping my clnpper.
to try it,
Uncle Wiggily?" he
asked eagerly,
'tN'o, thank you," answered the
bunny gentleman. "I guess not this
morning. I must hop on and find
an adventure."
"Then I'll hop home and show

Bedtime Storieb
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The Chamber of Commerce Is
sick, and family remedies have
failed. It needs the service of a
specialist.

tempted with

4

is announced that Fort McHenry which Is
Inseparably linked with Francis Scott Key's
d
of the
Banner" Is to be sold
by the government. As an effective fortress It long
since passed, but having withstood the British bombardment, its flag waving in the "dawn's early light"
Inspired the writing of what by common use Is our
Some years ago the fort was
national anthem.
abandoned even as a military post and now It Is
to be sold with the exception of a small plot reserved for the erection of a monument to Francis
Scott Key. This is a practical age and utility Is
the standard by which we decide what shall remain and what be razed. As defense of Baltimore,
Fort McHenry was effective In the day In which
It was constructed.
It served well when made the
target of the shots of the enemy. Its name is familiar to every school child and Is better known
possibly than any other defense ever erected by
the government with the exception of Sumter. Because of the historical associations it might have
been resorted as It was In 1814 and have been preserved, itself a monument to him who penned tho
words of the "Star Spangled Banner."
Certainly, some would object to such a conversion of Fort McHenry as preserving a reminder of
our conflict with our late associate In war. There
Is fault found with the
Banner" Itself, on the ground that it serves to keep in mind
our last war with Great Britain. So does history
of the Revolution or any other recorded fact of
conflict. It is not necessary that we should expunge the facts from history because we are on
good terms with the British now. This is a new

-

j

An Albuquerque
merchant not
with other local
only competes
merchants, but he also competes
with the "back home" merchant of
tnery neannseener In town.
lureiKn newsnaners ara
juuib
read here than in probably any
umer town oi us size in me couir
try.
For that reason it behooves the
local man to operate with one eye
on tne psychology of the situation,
and consider closely the human
element involved.

eaml
Advertising with nost-car- d
Paigns and whoouinir it mi for tlife
wild
and
woolly among convention
Let the whole town follow this bound tourists
is sDer.tnpulur nnrt
example and perhaps we will get all right in its way,
but who can
some place in this effort to diag- show a dollar
that ever found its
nose tiie community ills.
permanent homo here because of
.
that?
,
But until the men who compose
the Chamber ot Commerce make
of
the blare and the
Stripped
up their minds that the present blah, Albuquerque has at present
trouble rests solely and wholly only one thing on which to build
with them, the lirst step toward and that is climate.
real progress win not havo been
Properly advertised through the
taken.
proper channels, this climate will
bring the healthseeker, who in turn
Regardless of what othor opin will bring his family if you will
ions may be, several years' experi- only do by him as ho would bo
ence In organization
work con- done by.
vinces me that It would have been
"If this be treason, make the
economy to have accepted tho prop
osition of the American Cities bu- most of it."
T. B. c. ;
reau, even at double the price
asked.
!
I have no Interest in tho Ameri
can Cities bureau, but I have an
own
in
which
interest
welfare,
my
is now allied with Albuquerque.

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY

The Journal has received sufficient encouragement in its proposal to audit the durational deTHE GENERAL BOMS OUTLOOK.
partment to justify making a start. Three representatives of the responsible auditing firm of W.
(From the Minneapolis Tribune)
V. Gano and company, leave for Santa Fe this
American service men need have no furthor
worVy about the enactment of a general adjusted
morning to begin work.
law If there la anything in tho signs
Just how far we can go in this enterprise de compensation
It is now almost a
in Washington these days.
pends upon the extent to which we are able to foreeone conclusion that congress will enact such
finance it We are not putting on a campaign legislation early in the coming session
There Is no good reason why a bonus provision
to raise funds. We are calling your attention to
be made In tho form of an amendment
the crying need of such work being done. We to nld
the general tax laws. If or when we have a
no
make
pretense of feeling Justified in expending gftieral bonus, it should be under the auspices
law. and not somewore than a modest sum ourselves. It Is the pub- of a
of a rider tacked onto some
thing in the g '
lic's business. If you want the matter Investigate!
other measure. It will bo Important enough and
tend a hand.
dignified enough to stand directly and firmly on
The Journal will not interfere in the least with its own bottom. From tho looks of things at presthese conditions.
We want only the facts. The.' ent the tax revision scheme Is going to be too
best. It
would do nothing but give us the I'acts in .any complicated, cumbersome and awkward at on
mat- be made more so by tacking
only
event. However, we will see to It that the public would
ter- - that would better be handled separately.
h Informed if any effort Is made to secrete records
President Harding is being held up to the serv-o- r
block the audit. We anticipate nothing of the ,ce m,,n b? political demagogues ns the one nig
In the way of a general bonus. True, the
kind. We assume that everyone courts vindication obstacle
t nvt'ti n tA o tn.w rvtmitna
mncliiAn
pirn nnn mad
.tnd
unbiased
expert
through
Investigation.
;a successful appeal to congress not to put through
If the public will lend us some help Just now, a bonus measure at. that time on the ground that
eonditions in New Mexico will bo due for prompt ,he financial situation of tho country did not
rant, this additional burden. Ills,. request was for
,.
finoi t,,rnin..
down of the proposition. He made his plea In terms
of
olfare.
general
THE RESPONSIBILITY OF TRUSTEES.
Neither the president nor congress has been recorded against the principle Involved in tho payWhen Individuals or corporations deal with each ment of adjusted compensation.
It Is a safe prophother In the course of business there is an element ecy that there will be no such recording in tho
Is
It
not hazardous to
same
the
token
future.
By
of caveat emptor (let the purchaser beware) In
forecast that In the session beglnlng In December
their dealings. Even then the limits for misreprea general bonus measure will be put through. That
sentation are narrowly limited. The law require will be the time to determine how the money shall
that we be not too unconscionable In our methodn. be raised to meet the obligation.
However, the buyer is presumed normally, to know
how much he Is willing to give and the seller to
know how much he Is willing to take.
As soon as the relation of a trustee Is estabJUST CUTTING BONDS.
lished, the situation
entirely changed. The law
Divorce lawyers are not cutting prices. Brockno longer presumes that the parties are dealing
ton Times.
"at arms length." The burden Is shifted at once
to the trustee to show. In the event of a disagreeA MYSTERY OF THE MAIL ROBBERY.
The mystery to our simple mind is how those
ment, that he behaved as one acting on behalf of
bandits
got a mail truck to slow down sufficiently
another Is presumed, In all good conscience, to do.
Inquirer.
This Is as it should be. The relation is fiduci- to board It. Philadelphia
I
ary. The law assumes that the trustee will act
ONE THING LEFT OUT.
solely for the benefit of his employer Jn advice
Well, we guess every possible means of lightenor conduct. The principal has a right to rely com- ing the tax burden has received the careful conpletely upon what he Is told by the trustee. He sideration of our statesmen now except not spendis not guilty of neglect if he fails to Inform him-e- lf ing so much money. Ohio State Journal,
as the truth of the representations of the trusHOW ABOUT GEORGIA. MR. WATSON?
,
Senator Watson of Georgia Is horrified by fortee. He may assume that the trustee is acting prumer
soldiers' yarns of hangings in France without
dently and honestly In his behalf.
l.
of a trial and sentence by
If selfishness and a desire for advantage on the formality
Was the senator ever so aghast over
thn part of the trustee enters Into the advice given, Georgia's
lynching record? Springfield
and the principal is hurt In any personal transaction with the trustee, he has a right to demand
recession of the transaction and the burden is on
thtrustee to show that he acted solely for the
welfare of his principal.
ARMISTICE DAY,
All this Is as it should be. If you legally "trust" "Cease
firing!" Over all the world
another the law compells good faith from the trus- The swords
were sheathed, the banners furled.
tee. There Is more reason and Justice In the law "The war Is dead!" the nations sang;
Ten thousand thousand
range!
than we sometimes think.
Hosannas rose from every shore,
ours
is
forevermore!"
"Peace, peace
Charles Is reported as saying God called him to
go back and assume the Hungarian throne.
He Before the Joyous shouting died
gathered far and wide,
Buffers from the same disease that afflicts William Dark
Men 'could not swiftly sweep away
Hohenzollern.
War's desolating tempest-swaThat down the ancient, wrathful years
Has held them captive to their fears.
PASSING OF FORT McHENRT.

It

T5r XTJWJPKr?-Sato-

vidual, must be made up if en even
keel is to be maintained.
I want a merchant to make
legitimate profit on everything ,i
buy, but I object to paying for the
losses ne suriers through a weak
kneed and unfair policy.

;

Whether or not you agree with
Mr. Roslington, you must give him
credit for' speaking
right out in
meeting. He at leust left no doubt
stands.
as to where he

ten-ye-

The-worl-

com-ir.unl-

Talking behind our hands will
accomplish nothing, and we have
gone too far for that now.

1
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BRINGING UP FATHER.
yOU ARE. NOT TO
l FAvF. THlJ ROOM
MiD DONT YOU DARE MOK.0
iri HERE At) l M sNinC, A PARTi

wm
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FURNISHED
COMPLETELY
AS1 CAN BE USED BY
TWO FAMILIES
An extra well built house close
In, in the highland.) Contains
sx room; modern, basnmont
goreened-i- n
front and back
full size
lot; gflod
porch;
This
walks and outbuildings
house is completely furnished
with extra Bond furniture and
is nlo arranced for two fam
Hiss, '.'he price on this prop- t'ei'v Is r!?m and sood terms
can be had if desired
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REAL GOLD

furnished,
brick,
, Seven-roosleeping porches to accommodate
12 beds. Ideally located
for a
rooming house. Will pay big per
cent on the investment. Priced to
sell quirk. $5,250.
ACIiERSON & GRIFFITH,
Realtors.
120 S. Fourth.
Phone 414.
m

Phone

.

$750

CASH

J.

BDDDEN SERVICE.
The Rsd Arrow (all over the West) ren
tiers sudden service on Kodak flulehlnn
Work
to paopla who demand quality.
n before 11 a. m. mailed same da
Work In before t p. m. mailed noon nezi
Address work tc
day.
THIS BED ARROW,
B. Las Vegar
Albuquerque
(We want
representative Id XOJh

and business opportunities
t
A. FI.KISCHKR, RKAI.TOR.
territory.)
lira Insurance, Automobile Insurance.
11a-Male Dines. Burglary , Public
blllty, Compensatlod Insurance.
HELP
Surety Honds.
I'hone 671.
Ill South TourtU SI.

Furniture

FOR SALE

cuk china closet.
FOR 8 ' l.E Fumed
- small reading lamp, baby bed, two
oots and kitchen table. Call mornings
1010 North Twelfth, phone 11C1-FOtl PALE 10x10 tent. Victor" phono-graplattresses.
beds, new cotton
Morris chair, wardrohe, shot guns, rifles
used furniture. 325 South
also first-claFirst.

FOR SALE OR'TRADE"
modern house.
WILL TRADE eight-rooIn Magdalena. for property In Albuquerque 309 West Iron.

TYPEWRITERS
All makes overhauled
Ribbons for every maand repaired
B
chine.
Albuquerque Typewriter
122 South Fourth
change, phone S03-ft ITERS

LEGAL NOTICE
BEFORE THE HOARD OF COUN-- TY COMMISSIONERS OF THE
""COUNTY
OF BERNALILLO.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO.
In the Matter of the Petition of Inhabitants and Residents of East
Albuquerque.
ORDER.
This matter coming on to be
heard upon the petition of more
residents of East
than twenty-fiv- e
situated within the
Albuquerque
county of Bernalillo and state of
New Mexico, and it appearing to
the Board that the facts, matters
and things stated In said petition
are true, and that East Albuquerque is a platted townsite of an untown and addition
incorporated
thereof having a population of not
less than three hundred people situated immediately east and adjoining the east boundary line of the
In
city of Albuquerque and taking
and embracing all the lands and
limits
the
territory included within
of an extension of the north and
south boundary lines of sold city of
for a distance of
Albuquerque eastseven-tentmiles
about one and
lesn
and
or
containing an area
more
and the limits
l,ot nhoiit 000 acres marked
by posts
thereof are plainly
at the corners of said platted and
East
Albuquerque,
unincorporated
as shown by the plat thereof atas part
tached to said petition
thereof, and described as follows:
K.
Cor. of
S.
the
at
Beginning
Pec. 22 T. 10 N. R. 3 E. N. M. P. M.
thence west along the south line of
See's 22 and 21 to the east lino of
the Albuquerque Grant; thence
said
north along tho east line of aveline of Coal
grant to the south
south
nue; thence west along tho
line
line of Coal avenue to the eastnorth
of Mulberry street; thence
along the east line of Mulberry
street to the north line of East
thonco east
avenue;
Marquette
East
along the northtoline ofeast
line of
the
avenue
the Albuquerque Grant; thence
to the
line
north along said grant
north line of Sec. 21; thence21 east
and
along the north line of See's
22 to the N. E. Cor. of See. 22;
line
of
east
the
thence south along
Sec. 22 to the place of beginning.
, And It further appearing to the
Board that the said East Albuqueand
rque contains streets and alleys,
district
the business and residential residenthereof, and business and used
by
tial houses occupied and
the inhabitants and residents thereand
buildings
the
and
of
plant,
the
campus of the University of resifttate of New Mexico, and the
of
the
works
water
ervoir of the
Councity of Albuquerque and the
try club house and golf links and
divers other houses, buildings. Improvements and property which
are subject to great and Irreparable
at
damage by animals running to
appearing
large; and It further
of
desire
Is
It
the
the Board that
of
the inhabitants and residents
said East Albuquerque that an order may be made and entered of
record by this Board prohibiting
the running at large of such animals within the limits of said East
Albuquerque; and the Board being
fully advised in the premises, doth
grant said petition.
Lruu'inl flAHRlnn nf said
Roard of County Commissioners of
oi
the county oi bbitohhu,
New Mexico, this 21th day of
Mar-quet-

AaemMg,
Chairman,

FRED CROLLOTT, Clerk.

r.n.i'le
WANTED
Experienced collar girl. Ex-- .
celKinr T. sundry
WANTED
Experienced saleswoman.
Apply at The Economist,

WANTED Girl for general housework.
Apply mornings. 423 Luna boulevard.
WANTED Girl for general housework.
Annlv mornlne. Mm. Albert Strn
west Tljeras.
WANTED Lady stenogra'phcr; state ex
ii any. ana eaucation. Adperience,
dress C. M-- enre Journal.
WANTED A cook!na family of four;
e"OOd
Mm TY
Wflirpfl tn riirlif tiarfv
vwiiiiiian, ivh wesc tjopper.
WANTED Housekeeper;
two children
in family. Apply Dr. Sheridan, Cltl-zeNational Wank building.
EAKN HOARD
Room and 110 month
while attending school, catalogue fr"t
South
Mackay Business College, 808
Main. Los Angeles.
WANTED
American

woman
for general housework, if married have houst

In which man and wife can live, but do
not need man's services. Phone 804-or apply S06 East Grand, city.
WANTED Girl to be companion for my
wife; am employed nights; will give
girl good home, room and board, salary.
could use girl golrg to school. Girl
must be with my wife ovanlngs. Call or
write 807 South Edith.

Male and Kemale.
Call In person
Solicitors.
405 West Central.
IF YOU are unemployed and efficient,
register with our Employment Department. Western School for Private Secretaries, phone 901-WANTED Well "qualified bookkeepers
and stenographers for positions In New
Mexico and Arizona.
Apply mnrnlnga.
Expert Service Bureau.
WANTED
Hanna'a

LOST AND FOUND
Ladies
brown Kftuntlet gloves,
Friday niKht Phone 1700; reward.
old Airedale pup;
answers t name of "Kim;' reward.
705 Went Iron.
LOST Stick pin,
green stone, snake
border, lost down town; return to 121
South Arno, receive reward.
LOST Friday night, mink fur choker,
between Herald Hall and First street;
reward. 1119 North First.
LOST From 600 Park avenue, male
Airedale puppy, about three months
old: return and receive reward. Phone
LOST

LOST

1337--

One canteen and canteen carrier
from runninK board of car, between
Lunas and Albuquerque; reward.
423 South First.
Smal' gray sheep from pen
STKAYKL)
on University of New Mexico campus;
reward if returned to Punilo Health Laboratory, chemistry building. University
LOST
Los

New Mexico.

PERSONAL
BARBER
1421--

for private

homes.

Phone

For homes, aanatorlums.
BARBER
Phono 5307-JVIOLIN 'essons by a French violinist.
023 South Broadway, phono ifiil-WAN'l ED Private pupils; tcic.'ioi has
special training for primary gradta.
819 Mrth High, phone H83-STUDY FRENCH with aFrench teaeher?
Either class or private Instruction. For
particulars call at (22 South Broadway,
or phone 1PI1I--

FOR RENT

Office Roomi

Office space or desk room,
Address Sox
close In; reasonable.
care Journal.
FOR RENT Attractive
office, steam
furnished.
water
and
heat, light
Wright .building, opposite pustofflce.
FOB RENT Throe very desirable office
rooms light, heat and water: will rent
separately or as a whole. A.21.B. Mllner,
tlSVs West Central, phone
FOR

RENT

"SEWING MACHINES
an.
MACHINES
SEWINll
repaired
cleaned: parte and supplies for ell
H
C.
makes; all work guaranteed.
412 W. Copper.
Mnrehead. phone 14H-J- ..

sor-u-- cl

'7 j.'B.

OAUlflHA.
City Marshal.

SOME BUY
two extra
rooms,
hallway,
large porches, bath, garage, lawn,
close
In, Highlands.
This
shade,
place is an ideal home. It Is so
arranged that it can be used for
two flats. Only $5,000 on reasonable terms. Don't overlook tals.
it's sure a buy.

SHELLEY REALTi CO.
Phone 430 J.

;i

--

W.Gold.

Ut. and

Mrs. fleatthseeker.
Small New lloasa
In Highlands,

lOU SALIC- - Ore lui 60x14.!, corner .iut
and New
avenue. Inquire at H9
West Santa Ft, ,

1

SFF THIS

Six

1921

ar

It

In

ARE YOU

ill

ill
til-- ?

V

I

FiAluKs Sisvicg

Inc

THINKER
If so see North Fourth street

brick
house, hardwood floors throughout, large basement, heat, garIt you are
age, corner lot.
good
looking for something
don't rail to sea this. The price
can ofler atIs right and
tractive terms.
Six loom modern pressed

rj

II

I

a

'

REALTOKS.
OCR MOTTO:
"SERVICE TO THE I'CBLIC"

I

i

!,.

i

J

attention to locating the stranger in a home
Our autos are at your, service.
Several houses and apartments
for rent.
We give special

ls'''''''

I

(

w--

A, L, Martin Co,, Realtors
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
823 W. Gold.
Phone 156.

V. C'THAXTOX.
705 W. Mountain Road,
1

Phone

FOR RENT

Dwellings

A HOME
will appeal to you,
white
finish,
brick,

to

5

p. m.

761--

to

A

HOME

9

a. m.

built-i- n

lioltl.

Phono

FOR RENT

Roomi

204 W.

FOR HUNT
FUR KENT
FOR KENT
FOR KENT

Broadway.

Ituoin.

m

5

base-

412--

J

618 West Copper.
410 North Fourth.

lloom.
Largo front ruom. 1488-Furnished room. 710 South

"A BARGAIN"
cotPractically new four-rootage), large front and back porch
furnished complete. Lot 60x

modern

house.

FOR KENT
FOR

.OR.

gome of the homes we have
for ale before you buy or
Our listings are the
build.
best and most complete in
town.
If you want to build iee us
about our easy monthly payment plan.
Wo write insurance
for the
Leading American Companies
J, D. KELEHER, Realtor,
211 W. Gold.
Phone 410

BUY

142. Only $2,400. Terms.
MrVOX.IIiD & WORSHAM,
Renl Kntate Insurance.
108 S. Third.
Phono D00--

FOR

Miscellaneous

SALE

TRY BODDY'B

MIL-

817 North

heater.

Coaloll
-.

BEST

IN TOWN

Phone 8413-SWEET CIDER 8O0 a gallon, war tax
110 South Walnut.
6 cents.
FOR BALE Canary birds. 218 BoutU
Walter, phone H67-75.
machine.
FOR HA l.E 'Ihrtsning
Postofflce box 413. city.
SiTo
oulld house.
FOR SALE Adobe
mon itiarciaJ 1202
NAVAJO RUGS WihIUv

NorthAji
, at cosL

North Mulberry, phone

U7

1730--

ITlCE ROASTED PINONt)
Robert Macpherson,
pound.

15

cents pir

1114 West

Central.
FOR SALE Good wardrobe trunk, priced
reasonable; call after I p. m., at 1118
North Twelfth.
FOR 8AI.E A few cbulce Navajo ruga.
reasonable.
right from reservation;
J08 South Arno.
cracker-Jack
Money-makFOR SALE
machine, brick form, at Brown Transfer Company
heater, 14;
FOR SALE New coaloll
817
15.
Rudd gas water heater,
North Fourth.
FOB SALE Blue velvet suit, ilze St;
pony skin coat, slie 38; both good
214 West Gold.
FOR SALE Nice fresh eggs, 80c per
doien, at Ely'a Poultry Tarda. 52J Souih
Eighth, phone 1188.
8
and
FOR SALE Used tractors,
Hardware Depart
with gang plows.
ment J Korbei a Co.
FOR SALE Cheap, gentle driving and
woik horae, city broke; also good atock
saddle. Phone 2402-JBUY" YOUR GUN
before the season
.
Y. ......... m
A
.1 'I n. ,A
118 Wesl Gold.
select fmm
FOR SALE Sun house, almost new; first
class lumber, can be useit as sleeping
porch. Call at 101 South Walter.
FOR SALE One rocker, on clothes
chest, library table, Hoosler kitchen
cabinet, ch'ld's bed. 118 North Sixth.
CLARIFIED and Pasteurized milk. There
la ony one place to obtain It. Albu
querque Dairy Association. Phone 3i
FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cotIn gallon
tage cheese; also fresh milk 1D18-lots.
Swayne's Dairy, phone
FUR SALE Monarch typewriter. Just
excellent condition; real
overhauled
bargain at 840. Mr. Hale. Hotel I'ombs.
FOR SALE One Stewart
also a Moore combination coal and gas
range, both are In ' excellent condition.
Phono 2163-FOR8ALE-Goo- d
selection of Navajo
ruga and Germantown pillow tops,
1006 East Censale.
for
quick
priced
tral. Phono 1419-Heel and arch cushions
SOFT SPOTS
prevent fallen Insteps, cures all foot
troubles. 81. Thomas F Keleher, Leather
Co. 408 West Central. Phone 1057-- J
FOR SALE Guaranteed pure extracted
d
pails; if
honey. In five and
your-- grocer cannot supply you, phone
Ed
130
M, or call at Populrr Apiary.
Kneeae.

FOR SALE Detroit Jewell gas range,
four burners, large oven and broiler.
Also has cook stove
Good condition.
DOS Luna Boulevard. Phone
attachment,
losr.--

ROOF PAINT
ASBESTOS
GOOD for all kinds of roofs, 11 per gal
Ion.
Co., 110 South
The Msniano
Try a built up
Walnut, phone 1S84-roof, will last ae long as the bulldlne

FOR SALE Five hundred shares of City
E'ectrlc Railway, below par. Dr. R,
U Hust. N. T. Armljo building.
USE VELVA ROOF AND IRON PAINT.
Roof Koter; Roof Cement, stops, leaks.
Mohair top dressing; Plymouth Cottage
Paint; Valspar Enamsla, for automobiles
Floor Paint. Satisfaction
Homestead
Thos. F. Keleher Leather Co,.
assured
408 West Central, phone 1052--

AUTOMOBILES

QUICK

SALE

Second and Cold
Plmno

Avenue.

at once, two rooms, ono
For
with Board Must bcII
glassed-i- n
sleeping porch and one
ROOM AND BOAHD; also tattle board; screcned-i- n
front porch. $2,200.
209 Nurth High.
home cooking.
Terms. Also two rooms and two
KOUM and sleeping porch, with good
sleeping porches, one screened in
hoard. Kates reasonable. Phone 805-front porch, $.",000. Terms.
NICELY
furnished roon. with board;
private family; no elck. 1027 Forrester. J, L, Phillips, Real Estate,
Phono 334-FOK
KENT Koum and board, with 110 S. Third.
Rent-Room- s

sleeping porch;

SHADE TREES AND ORNAMENTALS
FROM ALBUQUERQUE NURSERIES
Get Your Order in Now. Write
for catalog.
J. T. VOCNG & CO.,
Albuquerque, N. M.

FOR SALS
Fourtn.

FOR

Modern home, five rooms, brick:
very close in in Fourth ward.
Terms reasonable and will be
sold for f4, 750.00.
ROLLIM E. GUTHRIDGE
S 14 W. Gold
Phono 1023.

Ener Central.

TREES

FRUIT

lots on East
beautiful
Silver. Price reduced for quick
sale, singly or together. Want
to see them? Call
J. A. HAMMOND,
821 K. Sliver.
I'lione 1522-Two

TO OOt DEAR
EX.SERV1CK MEN:
With the mud of France three
years past, why not a home in
this beautiful restricted addiWhere
tion to Albuquerque.
Every one who knows grants
that the air Is the hea'.thlest
in the country.
Nice level lots 50x142 feet sold
for cash or terms, $10 down
and $10 por month.
HEKIHTS
UNIVERSITY
WE ARK GENERAL, AGENTS
this home
start
Let's help you
now? Our Autos are especially at your services today.

WE SELL THE EARTH

hardwood
corner,
J4.500. Eight-roogarages, hardwood
heat. They are fine
good buys. Close

floors, garage,
corner, two
floors, steam
locations and
to postoffice.
W. II. McMILMON,
20tt West Gold.

m

Furnished rooms. 606 West
Tijerus; no sick.
FOR SALE Houses
KENT
Ueverai unfurnished rounn
rurnlshed house.
.Suth Edith.
1'
Garage. Inquire at 308 South First.
i.K
SA
brick fauuae. ui
lU
KENT
Front bed room; no sick.
FOR
Nurth Edith. Phone 24ni-R2- .
RENT Three fTToms, fuTnTeheuT; FOR
419 West Marquette.
watee paid. 120.00. 1912 South Edith.
FOR
HALE OK TUADK
Good lncom
FOR KENT
Three unfurnished rooms.
four-rooFOR
RENT
property. Apply owner, 619 West
3:9 N'icth
Fifth St.
house, at 58 North Fourth. Dr.
FOR KENT
Three furnleheo. rooms FOR HALE
By owner, seven-roobrick,
modern.
10U North Fli'Bt.
two
FOR RENT Four-room uru furnishporchen, full lot, 214 North
218 Walter.sleeping
rooms.
FOR
FurnlsneC
RENT
ed house, sleeping porch.
702
East
ISB7-J
Kntiin Walter, ph'.ne
Central.
FOR SALE Near car line and achool.
fuur-moFOR KENT Furnished
housekeeping rooms
house, bath and sleeping
four FOR RENT Light
house,
and b.droom. 210 North Fourth.
rooms and sleeping porch, f30 month.
Plume 1308-porch, crarage.
911 West Iron,
FOR RENT Furnished room, reaa
FOR SALE NeVd welling, "l800 gouth
207
close in.
North Fifth.
FOR RENT Two-roocorner; finEdith; fine well; loo-focottage, furnishEast
ed, 609
Pacific. Inquire 622 FOR KENT Two fu olslieil rooms for ished In elgh. days, J 1.000; terms.
South Walter.
609 smith Walter.
housekeeping
FOR SALE Five-roobungalow, priced
FOR RENT Two rooms and sere, n. d FO KKEN'l
Funiisilt-front room, with
right; look It over and be your own
balh connection. 710 West Lead.
Jultre; fine locution; terms. 1439 West
porch, furnished, modern; no children.
1008 South Arno.
FoK KENT Funnelled room, funiaue Contra).
FOR RENT Five-rooFOR Sa'lE Extra" welM&utlt new four-roofurnished housi-- ,
heat; no sick. 307 South Waller.
modern stucco bungalow, close
l0. at 803 South Arno. Inquire 322 FOR RENT Two or threo rooms for
South Arno. phone 1340-In; fine location. 113 North Elm.
ppy
423
West
Iron.
light housekeeping
North
Eim,
FCR RENT Three rooms, furnished cot- FOR KENT
Nicely fuinltmed bed room, FOR HALE Jiy owner,
town,
tage and . sleeping porch; no alck.
leaving
1586-4i0 West Coal.
close In. Phone
106 North Arno
two furnished cottages; modern; terms;
Phone 1680-.1rooms, hot water heat; no these must be sold In the next few days.
FOR RENT Three-roofurnished mod- FURNISHED
no
414
West Sliver. Call 714 gouth High.
children.
sick;
ern house: Just remodeled, phone
1792-Ft oms, by the week; tur- - Fult bA LB
Five-rooFOR RENT
or call at 618 South Walter.
modern stucc
usee heat. 118ft West Silvor, h ne
house, ecreened-l- n
FOR RENT Three llgnt nousekeeplng
sleeping porch, back
69.
ant' fron porches, bath, light and gas
rooms wit sleeping porch,
!4.
Eleclrle Co., phone 1780-- J
FOR RENT
Light housekeeping looms, B owner. 823 South Arno,
close In &rd reasonable. 805 East
FOR S A LE Bycwner, "7 ilPlVeat Coal :
FO;t RENT Three, four and five room
Frame stucco. 4 rooms and bath, two
modern apartments and houses; some
furnished. W. II. McMlllion, 208 West FOR RE.V1 Three modern rooms, fur- large porches, newly decorated, vacant.
Gold.
nished for
housekeeping. 423 West Terms ff desired. Phone 1S03-FOR RENT Nicely furnished bungalow, Santa Fe.
FOR SALE New four-roomodern fur
nlflhed cottage, on South Walter, $o"U
very modern, two giasscd-l- n
sleeping FOR RENT Sleeping rooms for gentlemen employed, fS.OO up; no sick. 31S down and
porches; fine place for sick. Inquire
J. A.
payments.
monthly
801 South Edith.
West bilver.
Hnnimond. 824 East Silver, phone 1522-FOR RENT Three-roohouss with city FOR RUNT Attractive front room, fur- FOR SALE
BY
OWNER Five-rooweter and electric lights, at 608 South
nished for two women, 85 per mouth.
stucco,
hardwood floors throughout;
Ninth, rent 811.60. City Realty Co., 207 1200 East Cold.
Inrpa living room, extra large garage;
West Gold, phone 687.
90S
West Tljeras
FOR RENT
Front room, private en- exrellen condition.
FOR RENT Three-rootrance, adjoining bath, close In, 30ii mad
bungalow, with
canvaa
OR SA l.E Account leaving city,
sleeping porch,
t
completely North Rdlth.
furnished for housekeeping: light and FOR RENT
mode
or unfurnished
Cicely furnished oom,
water paid
816 West Coal.
entrance; also garage; no sick. ern house; screened porches, nicely
FOR RENT Furnished three-roofor two families. West Central)
1116 North Second.
n oh r park.
ate
ern houss. with glassed-i- n
Phone owner. If 20 4 - J,
sleeping FOR RENT Nice room
with-privporch, and garage, at 617 East Pacific.
SALE
rwner, at bargain price.
family; with or without board. 807 FOlt
five-rooInquire at 1008 South Edith.
new
stucco bungalow; good
North Fourth.
FOR RENT By becenirTer" 16. to responFourth
fire place, oak
location.
REN'i
Two front rooms turniBhed floors throughout; ward;
all wood work tn Ivory
sible tenants completely furnished, FOR
2
for
after
light housekeeping. Apply
five-roobalance like
cash
and
$750
enamel,
only
at
house; garage.
Inquire
p. m . 408 West Lead.
rent. Phone 1J89-W- .
220 North
Klgb street, city.
room FOR BALE--Ne- w
FOR RENT
furnished
Completely
two
rooms
and large
One-half
FOR RENT
of brick house.
with connecting 'jath, 1320 East Silporch, lot C0xl3S; alfalfa
three nicely furnished rooms and sleep- ver, phone
1422-I- i.
chicken
water,
yard, shed,
large
acequia
ing porch, modern, Individual bath rooms,
FOR RENT Two clean housekeeping chicken house and goat stall, cement
cellar and chicken yard. 407 South
rooms; also one nice front sleeping floor, $700 cash, balancQ
very easy
409 West Iron.
room.
terms. 1411 North Sixth, phone 1562-FOR RENT Five-rooouse.
brick
n
FOR SALE By owner, in the Fourth
bath, screened sleeping porch, window F014 RENT Room and glasaed-l- 224 sleepSouth
modern bungalow, garward,
ing porch; gentleman only.
shades and coal range In house, newly
age, has light and heat; very best resiPhone 2272-decorated, garage, 860, water free. Call Waiter St
In
dential
district
oity; priced right;
220
North High. .
at
FOR RENT
Housekeeping rooms and
terms; not priced over phone;
sleeping
porch, for two persons; no easy
shown
only. Phone
appointment
by
WANTED Miscellaneous children. 110 South Walnut. ,
2040-ROOMS
IMPERIAL
rooms;
clean
rice,
new
small stucowner:
SALE
By
JOR catering and nerving, call 1589-rates by day or week. Over Pastime FOR
co bungalow, with basement; modern
wanted-cat- tle
to board.
Phone Theater. 21 Hi West Central.
In
every respect;
furnace,
sleeping
2409-RGlassed-i- n
FOR RENT
io.
Owner on premises each
porch and two porch,
Wanted Carpentei work. Job or day.
airy rooms, board across street. 114 day fmm 10 a. m. until noon. Priced
i3-w- .
North Maple, phone 1886-right for quick sale. Easy terms, CorWANTED
A good used rug, 9x9; yrlco El. (UN HOTEL Sleeping
rooms ano ner Eighth and Fruit.
itMBiuiii itic,
triune icns-j- .
modern house In
housekeeping apartmenta, by the day BY OWNER,
West Central
602
8' OVES POLISHED and Kt up. Ervlo week or month
Fourth ward, hard wood floors, fire471.
porches, three
Bedding Co., phone
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for light place, large screened
large
WANTED
Quod second-hanfurniture.
housekeeping, with bath c nnectlons; light airy bed roomsonwith extra
large lot with
What have vou? Vhjne 044-- J
water, lights and phone. 710 West Lead. closets, fronts east
excellent
in
trees,
etc.;
everything
lawn,
JANITOR for housecleaning work, floor WOODWORTH
Newly furnished, nici'
Phons
If desired.
terms
clean rooms and housekeeping apart condition;
waxing. J. w. I, owe, phone 1072-1977-ments, by day, week or month'. 312
WANTED
Your garbag"e.Phone 2409-BFOR SALE By owner, 313 McKinley
or write C. W., Hunter, general delivery. South Third.
house and bath
avenue new four-roon
EXPERTS trunk and furniture crating. FOR RENT Nicely furnished close-ilarg? front porch, double windows
sleeping room, adjoining bath; private room;
Call for Joe. Phones 307 or 396; prices
built by day
well
extra
in
all
rooms;
one
or
suitable
for
two
entrance;
gentlereasr lable.
f
block from
labor; electric light,
men. 416 South Third.
to school,
UNION
done
close
LATHERS
North
Fourth
street;
Lathing
RENT
On
ur
FOR
two well furnished ptores and cars;
tree in
shade
&
E.
Thlehoff
Bona,
J.
by
large
promptly
rooms, In new modern home, private
the rest
1104 North Fourth, phone 875-first
the
make
payment,
front;
outside entrance, and private access to like rent. Apply 1G13 North First.
WELDING AND CUTTING of metals; bath and phone; no sick. Phone 1949-also welders' supplies and carbide for
In good
FOR RENT To gentleman
"BUSINESS CHANCES
sale. S. M. Steel Co., Inc., phone 1947-health anoT employed; furnished front
MAX BARGAIN STORE." at 815 South room.
SA1.12
I'uli
South
a
distance
Garage, best location Id
short
Edith,
First, will pay the highest prices for from Central.
town.
Phons 87IK
Phone 1451-.your second-han- d
cluthlng, ahoes and
FOR
SALU
.
Butcher
shoii; good location.
FOR RENT Well furnished, close-infurniture.
Phone 868.
Address Huteh.r, earn Journal.
sleeping room, adjoining bath and has
RUO CLEANERS
214
WANTED
Man with small capital to Inentrance; no sick. Apply at
MATTRESSES renovated. 13.80 and op private
Address O. O.
East CJ old, or after 4 p. in., at 201 South
vest In good business.
furniture repaired and packed, Ervln Arno.
M., care Journal.
Bedding Co., phone 471.
of
6AI.BJ
FOR
One
the best business
BETTER,
DOKAK FINISHING It is
SA
Livestock
properties In Albuqueroue. 818 South
better. Return postage paid on mall
First street. Inquire it Savoy Hotel if.
orders. Tho Barnum Studio, 219 4 West FOR SALE Fresh llolsteln cow.
flee
North Thirteenth.
Central, Albuquerque, N. M.
SALK
At a bargain, five second.
WANTF.D
Careful Kodak finishing. FOR SALE Angora rams. Zlckert's Full
hand pool tables and one billiard table,
Ranch phone 2417-.7Twice dally eervlce. Remember, satisIn first-clacondition; also one twelve-foSend your finishing FOR SALE Two fresn milk cows. 1423
faction guaranteed.
condition. Insoda fountain, Ato a reliable, established firm. Hanna
South Broadway
Blake.
George
at 120 West Silver.
quire
A Hanna, Master Photographers.
e
FOR SALE Tlrrea
he.iers, FOR SALE OR TRADE A money-makin- g
ono three months old, other two rifteen
AI.BUQIIERQUB WINDOW CLEANING
store tn a booming town, not far
CO.
floors months. P. P. Olll. hone 2403-R- l.
and
Windows cleaned
from Albuquerque; it will cost you about
offices and houses FOR SALE Holateln-Jerse- y
scrubbed; stores,
000.
3,
J
Address MerWhat have
cow nnd
cleaned; reasonable ratea and honest work.
calf: will take chant, care Journal,
Postofflce box 101, phone A. Qranone, 52. alfalfa In trade for heifer
Two-story
brick rooming
calf. 1220 South High. FOlt BALK
bouse and residence combined, on large
FOR SALE Cheap, gentle family drivsaddle horse; also buggy. In- lot near buslnesa section ; room for
and
ing
ROOF"
WORK of all kinds Repairing quire Santa Fe Shoe Shop, opposite Im- business building; a bargain at 18.800,
and painting, roofs built up, work guar- perial Laundry..
part terms. J, A. Hammond. 824 East
anteed. Call 842, for man,
FOR SALE Carload
of good young Silver.
labll.hed
horses and mares; some broke and BUSINESS FOR BALE Old
some unbroke: will be at Grande Wagon
mercantP business, located jn railroad.
Yard, 810 North Broadway. Tuesday, No- Will aell for value of Improve nents tlon
DRESSMAKING
vember IB, Scott Rldenour.
Good reason for selling. If Interested In
josWftlgt
proposition, addr-s- a
WANTED Sewing at home, or by tire FOR SALE We are breedera of grade good-slse- d 38
Albuciuernus.
llolsteln cows, and have on hand be- box
Phone 1918-day.
tween three and four- hundred choice
HEMSTITCHING, pleating. Williams'
cows and heifers. As wo are a little
MONEY TO LOAN
800 Bouth Broadwsy. ph. 1073-crowded for
would sell a limited
ilAVlil 110,000 to loan on close fh
or
WANTED
at number at a room,
Dres.maklng, by day
reasonable price. The City wir
DroDertv.
Gober. Short
my home; chlldren'a sewing a specialPark Dairy Company, Denver, Colo., andAlbuoueraua
Gober.
800 North Second, phone 1180-ty.
phone York 7541.
diaeven-In- g
HONEY
LOAN
On
TO
watches,
DRESSMAKING
Ladles' tailoring;
SPECIAL NOTICE
monds, guns and everything valuable
dresses, beadlnc and embroidering.
B.
Mr.
First
(13
1826-gouth
Marcus,
Phone
MONEY TO LOAN im diamonds, watchea
OtLDB iSLEEWB ELECTRIC CO.
PLEATING, accordion, aide and boa:
and gold jewelry; libera) reliable, con
815 North ELECTRICAL supplies of til kinds, due
mall orders. N. Crane,
fldentlal
Oottlleh Jewelry Co.. 105 N. 1st.
nan
Seventh Crane Apartments, phone 814.
w
to our low overhead ejcpiie,
ORIGINAL INDIAN deslgua for em- give you better prices on fixtures, lamps, CONFIDENTIAL loana on Jewelry, diamonds watches, Liberty bonds, planoe,
broidery etencllling; blosses. smocks wiring, supplies, etc. We deliver, Phont
1720 West Central.
automobiles. Lowest rates. Rothman's
or chlldren'a clothes. Phone 1S1-- J. 1801 If 20-117 Bouta first.
Bonded, to tb state.
East Silver.
FOR KENT Kour-roo1005 South Arno.
FOR RENT Five-roo-

at

Five-roo-

aaM"

FINE HOME SITE

LOOK

A

A GREAT

rooms furnished, glassed in porch
oak large frunt porch, fireplace, lawn,
etc.
Good location and priced
features,
floors,
ment, furnace, garage, splendid right with terms.
H. P. GILMORB
location, in Fourth ward. Price
114 W. Gold
Phone 442-$5,250. Good terms.
K. McCLCGIIAN,
That

five-roo-

TAKE

A

lust beyond Mountain Road, observe the new enterprises, looh
at the slowing surroundings
will
make
good
Somebody
money in this section. Why
not you. A fow choice
lots for $750 each. Cah or
easy payments.

2,45v.Q0.

Nice living room with plenty of
kitchen with
convenient
built-i- n
features, oath room comroom
Ideal
where one
plete;
sleeping
can get good fresh air and sun,
beautiful view, neighborhood of th
the best; make a substantial payment down and move In. The housr
la made of adobe
and is stuccoed
white. It will be good and warm
for this winter. See us without delay, aa it will not last lone on the
market
DIKCKM1NN REALTY COMPANY
Realtors.
Real 1 state, Insurance, IMins.
109 W, Gold Ave.
Fbone 670
windows,

WANTED

Male, s
Manhat-ta- n
WANTED Experienced cook.
Cute, 1:4 North Fourth.
WANTED
Laborer, bandy with tools;
brlnff saw and hammer.
Call corner
Pine and Grand.
FJREMEN IJRAKEMEN.
later
2,'0 monthly.
Write Railway,
nre Morning Journal.
EMPLOYMENT
store
General
clerk.
American; must speak Spanish. 110
South Third. Phone S54-STOP!
LOOK AND LISTEN!
MR. McNERNY,
of the McNerny Company, Is In your city for a few days only,
to place a state distributor for the
Steam Generator and Lubricating
System for all types of motor cars Mid
trucks. Saves 60 per cent of gas: no carbon; more power and speed: makes your
motor have that same pep as on a
Thousands In use: every
rainy day
owner a booster. Big Income assured to
ail agents and state man. This means a
real opportunlly to a party with a clean
record and small capital. Offices In all
principal cities of the United States and
Canada. See Mr. McNerny, Hotel Combs,
city.

POUND RALE.
On Tuesday, the 15th day of in FOR RENT
Miscellaneous
1821. at 10 a. tn..
RENT Private garage. 817 North
front of the city hallsell ononeNorth FOR
Fourth.
Second street. I will
RENT Oarage, Inquire 817 North
mare about 6 years old. 15 FO"l
Fourth.
00
pounds,
weigh
hands high,
branded on left shoulder, roached "FOR SALE Real tf.tate

mane.

A COMPANY

five-roo-

Six large rooms, two good porches
modern house, close In, splendid

Inuranct.907--

pn.pe-t-

Attest-

IT TA

a pirPiN

FURNISHED,

If 3,800
poich.
large
$4,200
brick, modern,
rooms, large glassed porch, Third ward,
close In
New
white stucco, adobe
$5,&oo
bungalow, Just completed, oak floors,
fine garage, University Heights.
Houses
Sr.me good ranches for sale.
nd lots In nil parts of the city. Business property and buBlness opportunities.
House?
Pome good ranches for sale.
and lots In all parts of the city. Busi-

-

TO Mtt.wr

THKF

,N

H nonm t prl
flnp
V InnaHnn. tioa-lshade; $750 cash, balance like
tne
rent, step lively,
price, M.tiuu
FOR SALE.
J. P. GILL, REAL ESTATE.
brick, modern, sleeping
Phono 723-corner lot, highlands, close In. 115 S. Second.

PE W

HXVIEKETTr ZAP1F
LL-IEO-

Close to Fourth Street, just
north of Mountain road, hot
1 00x142
f"et south front. Lovehouse, screened
ly
porches, fireplace, plenty built-i- n
floors
features, hardwood
throushout. Price and terms
are right.

$100.00

furnished
garage

Tell us what you

Y

,

65.00

Mlwms

ness

v KSXhiiW

furnished. .. .$35.00

apartment,
furnished

v

atta

KII

I

I

A

.... (40.00

210

Til

IMCOLL
s

FOR RENT
Highlands
for light house'

and sleeping
porch, fuinished
Lowlands.
house, furnished
house, furnished
house, furnished

nd

(

By George McMamn

News Service.
Office

Patent

S

1

LiTTUE
'

1921 by
Uetrtnierprt

first-clas-

s

board.

410

Fort KENT Large furnished room with

17
table board; rates for two people.
South Fourth.
M1KAMO.NTKS ON THE MESA
PRIVATE HOTEL for tubocuiar persona
Phone 2400-J- I
FOK KENT Desirable room and porcu,
with board, for gentleman convalescent.
105 South Cedar
STEAM HEATED room with board for
two peop c, private family; no sick,
821 North Fourth.
FOB RENT Nicely furnisriad room with
board.
(18 Wesl
Lady preferred
Fruit. Phone 1472-JAMESON'S RANCH Ideal location lor
few reservations
now
healthaeekers;
available
Phone 2338-- J
Foil KKN'I Sleeping porch and room.
adjoining bath, with board; rates 858
IBH East Central.
month
FOlt tils:."r Furnished rooms with or
wl.hout board; bath and phone. 815 lj
South Second. Phone 820-F R RENT
Room an? sleeping porch.
v Ith
board for convalescent!;
private home. Phone 2148-rurnlshed" room!
FOK RENT Nicely
with steam heat and first-clatable
110 South Arno, phone 1327-W- .
hoird
full HEAI.THSKEKERS Modern
nurse service.
with
Cn a de Pro. 818 West flold. phone 8 1 4 W
FOK KENT Nice rooms with sleeping
porches, with board, for convalescents.
Mrs. Reed, 512 South Broadway, phone
52S.

$1200

CASH BUYS

house, furnished or unfurnished; fireNewplace and sleeping porch.
Insida and out.
ly decorated
Balance
monthly.
Close in.
A. C. STARES
Real Estate Insurance
Phono 168
319 W. Gold Ave.
Five-roo-

modern

m

PROFESSIONAL
JOHN W.

CARDS

l I IOHNI1FI.
WILSON,

Attorney.
and 1. Cromwell Building.
Phone 1153-M "I KOM1NM,
PHYHirM--DR. 8 I-- Ill HTOS,
Diseases nf tut Stomach.
Suite.
Harriett riuilding
liK. 8. C OI.AKKE,
Throat.
i:e, Knr, Nosi and i'hone
828.
Barsett Building
Office lioura
t to 13 a m . and 2 to 6 p m.
I(K. iHAHOAHl T CAHTWKHillT,
Office lrant Bldg., Room Hi. I'hone 871.
Residence 1123 F.uBt Ccntrul
Phone &71,
Ho rns

II.

17

W. ivl. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Practice Mnilted to

Rooms
FOR RENT
with sleeping GKNITO - I'RINfsRT DISEASES
porches; board If desired. Also gar-ag- AND DISEASE
OF THE SKIN
for rent 801 South Edith. Ph w
Unssermuo Laboratory In Connection.
1340-.Phone H8fl.
HUlR.
Bank
Citizens
FOR RENT Sleeping porch. southern
exposure and room; bed or convalescent
CHIROPRACTORS
flrst-rlaman patient;
board, nurse's
1123 East Central,
care; reasonable.
F. CARJSKN,
Cedar street entrance.
Chiropractor.
19 and i Armijo Itullding.
Room
and
with
BENT
FOR
board,
long
sleeping porch, In connection with
WANTED Position
dressing room; men convalescents prePhone WANT Kb WVrlc by eiMf r lu man". " Ad
ferred; fresh eggs, milk, etc.
2404-J4- ;
west
Barelas
m,le
bridge.
drns Hon 11, rar Journal.
RESERVATIONS may now be had at WANTED
work to take burae,
The Murphey Sanatorium. Rates: 20
fir by the day. Phone 2 101 J.
to 825 per week.
Includes private room KEGiSTKKED GRADUATE nurue wanti
with sleeping porch, connected with bath
day or night duty, Phme
and toilet. General nursing, medical
care, excellent meals, tray service. All HEALTH Yor young lady desires stenocUrlcal work; experienced;
graphic
dd
rooms hove steam heat, hot and
Phone 19IG-J- .
running water Phone 491. Dr. Murphey. refrenrp.
WIDOW
with boy in achuol,
LADV,
wants position as cook or housekeeper;
best of references. Phone M0u-W- .
and LADY WANTS HOME with coal ranxe
FOK KENT Furnlsned apartment
garage. Phone 1590-or Bme neat besides furnace; will
Three-rooFOK ItENT
apartment, help with housework. Phone
range connected. 518 West Marquette. WE AUDIT. CHECK, OPEN, CLOSE and
A
WILLIAMS
ZANO,
FOR PEN I' Desirable rurnlsned apartkeep books.
Phone 701-ment, close In; no sick. 315 N. Fifth room 8 Mellnl buIIdlnK.
two
NURisB
FOR RENT Furnished or unfurnished
with
ye us' experience iu
tnd
two rooms with sleeping porcn. Plnne
hospital, wents position
2128-413
for
kee. ng iiouse
healthseekr.
Pcuth Edith.
modFf '. RENT Furnished
ern upaitment; hot water heat
214 WANTED A
Intelligent
We t Coal.
young man desires position ; electrical
can
also
and
sales;
battery
experience;
FOR RE-NDesirable
aparthealth-seeke- r.
ment; no sick; no children. 1104 North furnish P.l references; not a
M., cure Journal.
Second.
makes available
FOR
RENT
Curmtned apartmenis; BUSIN'EHS depiemlon accountant-bookkeeper
American
capable
three rooms with batlr.
Albuqusrque
and stenographer, with thorough
Hotel.
Second.
North
2!4
of
and
salesmanship;
knowledge
Spanish
FOR KENT Three rooms, glassed sleep- detailed
Adqualifications on request.
ing porch, private bath; furnished for dress Results, Postoffice box 2U, phone
light housekeepin. Phone 1701 W.
2H!.
FOK KENT A sunny furnished apartrefined
white woman
ment of four rooms and private bath; COMPETENT,
wants flrst-rlas- s
at housetwo screened porches. 401 South Seventh. keeper or cook, for positionof adults, in
faflly
convenient home; must have go"d condifurFOR RENT
nished; Hot and cold water and steam tions; when answering state salary and
Address C. J. B, care
heat and garage. 421 South Tlrondway. all particulars.
FOR RENT Two large rooms, nicely Journal.
furnished for housekeeping; gas and
FOR SALE Ranches
cobI range, desirable location. 818 West
Coal.
I'OU iSALK l'lne Valley Uanch. cioee in,
FOK RENT Apartment, new and clean;
at leaa than improvements cost; or
heat, light and booking gas; furnlehed will trade for good residence in town.
215
North
Crane
box 324 or phone ffit?.
Postoffice
complete
Apartments,
Seventh. Phone 314.
t'OIt SALE Country hmo. stucco house,
Three-rooKENT
FOR
furnished
seven rooms, steam bested, electric
apartment, with bath and two sleep- lights; on ten-acranch; in alfalfa and
ing porches, newly decorated Inside and orchard. Address Postoffice box 277, or
out; water and lights pa'd. 828 East phone 24fl7-R- 4
Cool.
Phone 161-FOR ALE Nine-acr- e
ranch, on main
th
ditch ; new house and garage;
from
mile
school, one and one-ha- lf
west
miles
Barelas
bridge.
WiBucVsTdoee1
rab-blts
rylSfj"
F?)k"sa
Mdf
at Hunt's Ranch,
and hens. 710 West Lead.
a comfortable home
FOR SALE Two dozen While Leghorn IVandLOOKINU fur and
pleasant
profitable estab208
Phone 1680-laying pullets.
lished
business, you can secure same at
North Arno.
a bargain; four acres, two miles frm
FOK SALE About twenty White Legon main ditch, dnuoiv
vsj,
horn laying hens: also a tew mixed postofflce,
garage, chicken houses, toots, blooded
chickens
Phone 24Q2-Jalso furniture;
chickens and turkeys;
A SPLENDID flock of
bronze turkeys. will sell on terms to responsible eopi.
breeding birds; also . ouug turkeys for Phone 241 JR.
your Sunday or Thanksgiving dinner.
11. ti. watKins. pnone zin-jo- .
WAN TED Houses
RED POULTRY YARDS Thoroughbred
AYeL" To" "trade, corner Ujt Vourth
S. C. R. I. Reds. Ringlet Barred Rocks,
ward, as first payment on small bouse.
cockerels, pullets, hens and pens for breed- Phone 410 Koester.
413 West Atlantic, phone 1488-ing.
WANTED Small furnished or unfurnishVIEW" S. C. R. I. Reds,
".MOUNTAIN
ed house; good location; state price.
won twenty ribbons January, 1921; a M. X. X.. acre Journal.
superb lot of cockerels and cocks now WANTED To buy four or five-rooready for sale; bred from my finest exmodern house; must be bargain for
hibition matlnga; visitors welcome. C.
cash, or don't waste your time. Address
P. Hay. 538 North High,
Y. , Kay, care Journal.
MY
atock of S. C. R. I. Reds;
To hear from owner of good
hens, pullets, cocks and cockerels; WANTED
home of not less than five rooms;
breedln. pens or singles; pure bred C P.
ward or close in highlands;
Fourth
prefer
nf
Hays stock, backed by generation
state terms. If any. Addreaa Box 39, care
prise winner In the best show in the .Tonrnaf
2418-H.
J
H
i.
Watklns phone
country
FOR SALE Year-ol- d
.bout two
hena,
CARPENTERING
and one-ha- lf
pounds each, over five to PETTTfORD TH eT ODD JOB MAN.
one party. 28o pound, delivered; also
A
kind of worV rhon. 187J-J- .
springs, yearly roosters, fat hens, ducks,
Odd lubs carpmtTini pannturkeys and geese. Come to our yard WANTED
do you
own nicking and aavo money.
ing and roof repairing Phone 1458-l- t
802
South
Co.,
Albuquerque Poultry
BE'foRE "B U 1 .D I N 6 or 'having your
Broadway.
our figures
house repalr.d. call
are
Hght. No to., too large 01 to small.
Board A Room

13 per
STOltAOE FOR AUTOMOBILES,
710 west Kent.
montn
FOR BALE Ford touring car and Ford
truck. Inquire 710 North Thirteenth.
6
Bulck tHng car;
FOR BALF,
first-clas- s
Co..
condition. Bond-Dillo- n
city.
EXPERT RADIATOR KEPA1RING. O.
K. Sheet Metal
218 North
Works,
Tnlrd.
FOR SALE Some extra good used cars;
easy terma, Mcintosh Auto Co., 808
west Central
FOR SALE 1821 Hudson sport model.
worth 82.800,
will sell for 11.850
Phone 40-FOR SALE Automobile, 1921 baby Overland, used only nine months, 8390 cash;
party must sell. Call at Kahn's Store,
10
North First.
FOR SALK 490, ltil model Chevrolet,
driven seven months In city; five good
tires; car In A-- l condition; sacrifice for
quick aaie. Phone 640,
FOR SALE Two '3ulck light sixes, 1918
models, f(0 and 8750; Ford truck, WANTED
Tord truck, worm drive,
1178s, one-to- n
Room and board for high MATTRESS RENOVATING
1330; Ford speedster, 8175; Dodge tour- WANTED
aclrool girl; re fere noes exchanged. AdTA
H Eii& B B N V A T I SI Til S 0 and up
118 West Gold.
8400.
ing car,
dress Box 137, care Journal.
Rug cleaning furniture repairing furWANTED
not
more
room,
S,ngle
lhu
niture packing. Phoue 471. Ervln BedWANTED Agent.
live blocke from postoffice; permanent:
30 PER tAY selling circulating water gentleman employed; evening meal; not ding Compen
pumpe for FORDS, exclusive territory. elcgince but comfort; must be reasonAlso county right men wanted.
Write able; fu iv describe. Address A. M. J.,
Polar Bear Pump Co., Los Angeles, Calif, care Journal.

ff
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Page Ten.

BRITISH

ORANGES AND APPLES

LUS

More of those extra good Belleflower Apples just
in, lb., 10c. Special price by the box.

35c

(Ily Th A.nnrtnlrd frtu.)
London, Nov. II (by tbo Associated Press). Overwhelming sur-

CRESCENT GROCERY

WARD'S STORE
HOMER H WARD

PLAN

America Has "Astonished
gnd
Impressed the
World" By Her Proposals
Says Daily Telegraph.

Delicious and juicy, 2 sizes, 50c and 60c per doz.
Bartlett Pears, lb., 15c. Splendid eating.
Mammoth White Asparagus, large 1 lb. 11 oz. cans

ROBERT JONES

ELKS W

II

NEW PORTRAIT OF

CE DE1NIALT0
HARRIMAN BRIDE,
RED CROSS NURSE

HOLD

EVENING DEC, 4

UK

novices from
various parts of the state are waitthe
ing to step on the sandsA into
ceremomysteries of Shrlnedom,
be
to
Is
caliber
nial of no small
held by Ballut Abyad temple at the
Masonic temple, beginning at 2
o'clock this afternoon.
The (remonlal as usual Is to be
preceded by a parade, at 11 o'clockn
this morning. There is to be
buffet luncheon for the novices
and Shrlners at 12 o'clock and a
dance for all members and their
wives at the Alvarado hotel at
o'clock this evening.
Programs for the ceremonial
giving the events of the day have
Just been printed. The .programs,
besides the day's events, give illustrations of the work that the
Shrjners of the county are doing
for the crippled children.
and
B. T. Chase, potentate,
Harry Walter, secretary, are supercerevising arrangements for the
monial.
A large club of

will be held
In the lodge room of the Elks club
on the evening of the first Sunday
in December, which is the fourth.
A meeting of the memorial
headed by Col. D. K. B.
Hellers, and made up of C. P. Ander
son, Felix Glanottl, Frank Strong,
and V. K. Baser, was held yesterand
day morning. An elaborate
excellent program was mapped out,
and efforts were Immediately begun to secure the services of several prominent men.
The practice of holding" the memorial In the evening is an innothe ceremony
vation. Hitherto,
the
has been conducted during
day.
A lodgo memorial

com-mitte- o,

.........

over-bold-

01

TIED

TEAMS

'

Afll--

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

J. P. McGowan
in

"Discontented Wives"
What causes a wife to become discontented ?
Is woman or man the discontented sex?
Will finery and social position maSe a discontented
wife, contented?
Is the husband always to blame for a wife's dissatisfaction?
What part does love play in keeping a wife happy?
How can a restless woman become contented?

DO

YOU

"WHERE'S MY WIFE"

KNOW

A

LOCAL ITEMS

Two-Pa-

Monty Banks Comedy

rt

"CURRENT EVENTS"

in "CLAY DOLLARS"

Harold Lloyd in "Over the Fence"

u

SEE THIS STARTLING DRAMA OF REAL LIFE.
IT ASKS AND ANSWERS THESE VITAL QUESTIONS.
ADDED ATTRACTIONS

TOP

O'BRIEN

EUGENE

LAST TIME TODAY

THE SHRINE

prise nnd a disposition to reserve
immediate Judgment, seems to be
the keynoto of the comment in
morning papers on the American
proposals at Washington conference.
The Highest Grade Macaroni
We
"It may conceivably be found
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and
that the scheme Is
says
Sell
other Macaroni Product
the Daily Telegraph, "but it holds
up such a magnificent ideal that it
will awaken greater enthusiasm
among those who passionately long
for the world to get its feet well set
upon the true path of peace.
"It is not the habit of America
to do things by halves, and on this
ARE
occasion the United States ha as-- !
tonished and impressed the world
crrv m.FCTRio shoe snop
Phone
till Smith Second.
by her audacity and by the grand
Free Call and Delivery.
of
her
sweep
proposals."
Mrs. Herbert M. Harriman.
PLAGE
FOR
thinks that no
The Telegraph
hurried Judgment is possible on
Herbert M. Harriman, million,
such tremendous proposals, but beaire banker, and his 'iride, formerlieves that all the nations concern- Miss Sally Hunter, are spending
ied, including Japan, will appreciate Close of the Western Con- - ly
theii. bnnevmoon at French Lick
the courage which dictated them.
bargain when you see it?
ferenCe Gridiron SeaSOn Spring, while society in K.eneral
The Morning Post says: "We
Watch our window
uo
ma
now
ui
iuo
win
uiscusses
!
would say that acceptance by Eng-is a Week Away; wis- taken in miliionaire ,ircle9t shei8
Wiseman's
land if such a proposal must In all
A Comedy of Rural Mfe With the Screen's Most Popular Star.
Watch Shop
romance
consin Virtually Is Out. a Red Cross nurse and herwhen
good faith depend on the measure
215 South Second
she
Harriman
with
began
of agreement eventually attained
Also "FOX NEWS" "Topics of the Day," and
cared for him when he became ill
We cannot
by the conference.
(By The Annoclatpd I'reM.)
war.
the
13
doubt that America appreciates the
close
With
the
during
Chicago, Nov.
geographical position and economic of the western conference gridiron
requirements of the British em- - season a week away, the undefeatDELIVERED
plre, which involve the necessity of ed Ohio State and Iowa elevens,
Car on track. Immediate
long lines of communiea-- i each wi'.'i four victories, tonight
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